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Foreword

The curriculum in higher education has been described as "a
systematic group of courses or sequences of subjects required for
graduation or certification in a major field of study" (Dictionary of
Education, Carter V. Good, ed.). a7 "all the experience which
a pupil has under the guidance of the school" (Encyclopedia of Edu-
cation, Edward Blishen, ed.). In 1977-78, approximately one-half
million faculty members taught over 2 million classes to more ti.an
10 million students in more than 3.000 institutions that offered over
1,500 separate degrees. The ambiguity in defiling what makes up
the curriculum, coupled with the incredibly ..ast ,;# of course and
degree offerings, has made curricula desigt:ing a: ' evaluation a
Gordian knot.

To the valiant and courageous who attempt to develop some sys-
tematic order out of the chaotic collection of courses and activities
that comprises the student's education there comes the quick realiza-
tion that the forces that shape the curriculum are both external as
well as internal. As identified by the Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancenien' of Teaching (1977). the external forces include areas
such as:

General Influences
The public
Communication media
Churches

Intellectual and Academic
Influence.s

New knowledge
Learned and professional

schools
Textbooks
Foundations

Regulations
Governments
Accrediting agencies
Courts
Collective bargaining

Opp-)rtunifies for Graduation
Profession and Occupation
Graduate and professional

schools
Inputs

High school contributions
Budgets

Procedural Influences
Transfer students
Competition



The internal areas include:
Academic departments
Colleges and other academic divisions
The president and academic deans
Individual faculty members
The students
The extra curriculum

It is usually the external influences that are the sources of pressure
for curriculum change. Vet it is the internal forces that determine
the direction and extent of the change: and within these internal
forces it is the individual faculty member who determines the quality
of these changes.

The goal assumed by Lynn Wood, assistant director, and Barbara
Gross Davis, assistant research psychologist at Teaching and Evalua-
tion Services of the University of California, Berkeley was to develop
a Research Report that could be used by faculty and administrators
to evaluate their current curriculum, to assess the rationale behind
the influences that promote curricular change, and to design an'!
implement new courses and programs. This report was not intencicu
to be the definitive handbook on curriculum design and evaluation
but to provide a firm basis for those who are just beginning to in-
volve themselves in the evaluation of their program or their institu-
tional curriculum. Tile authors liavt accomplished their goal with
a high leg-ree of competence.

Jonathan D. Fife, Director
ERIC Clearinghouse on Higher Education
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Overview

'al ?ire, rpr)sr, (mil Sete of the Stud-
utnsultants to the faculty of tlfe University of Californi:4. Berk-eley. increasingly We are requested to assist faculty members ill design-ing and evaluating t ( urric ula. We have been asked tO recom-mnd examples. mocIels and strategies and tc) help develop work abledesigns and evaluat ion instrument .. Our interest in curriculumdesign and evalt:-Ition. therefore. is largely pragmatic. Becali -... ourfaculty clients a IA' COIPidtl'abb: in their academic disciplines, educa-tional philosophies, and their curricular needs, our interests also tendto be eclectic. Roth the pragmatism and the eclecticism arc reflectedin this monograph.

Althcwgh we have drawn on useful concepts and models in thepublished literattire, we also made a special attempt to track down themore "fugitive- reports of recent curriculum design and evaluationefforts in colleges and universities ac rosy the nation. .1. better under-standing of the "state the art- as practiced in institutions of highereducation might be mil(ms itistrtic rive rli:n the theoretical literatureon curriculum and on evaluation. whit h frequently neglects the "real-world- constraints facing those involved in curriculum change. Thispractical emphasis reflects our decision to write the monograph forfaculty, members. administrators, and others directly involved incurriculum -sign and evaluation.
Case study examples were iclentifiud through: an ERIC search.correspondence with scholarly and professional associations, facultydevelopment and teaching improvement centers in colleges and uni-versities. state postsecondary commissions and coordinating councils,foundations. and published inventories of instructional improvementeficirts on a number of collet.le and university c aMpuses. Nre wish tothank the many. individuals, institutions. and organi7ations who con-tributed to our findings.

Curriculum Dccign and Fl-abieition: A Nrgircted Field
During the past ten Years, the higher education communit, hasbegun to tal-e a greater interest in questions of instructional designand eval.lation. The emphasis on -instructional desi..,-,41--as a sys-tematic approach to course developmenthas grown largely out ofthe need to respond to at ger and more heterogeneous group of stu-
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h'fit 1i1 IliNt 11111 .11. id itiLtIle/ Cdt/4 1011 Xi Cr nding1%. the form,. of
wsuilitio.lat ha it nick' mpliasi/c. ipidizidruzitzd
lit. I 14 11 111s1 master V learning-. and audio-
tuto?iai approa, hes air as are cxpeiiential learninv, pro-

a :us a nil ihe assess:6(1u .1 A:um:linty and XV01.1:. experience for
co! c !dit.

1)ri: in- the ant peinml !wail\ all aspects of (4,11.,,c. and twiver,ity
111111 :1(),1111,, r 11 iiile rc,r,tii It) 111.i ke thcrtl MOre rational.

11)1 .1 TIC! .1« )iit/1.11)1e. ti( tC11 t i()n Ills 1)e11 gicn to finding
s\siinatic ot determining budgets, more cost-eilecti-e

t h (1 irit; itr,rt tic I:4)11. arid MOE( 1"(1;11)1( and Valid approach.s to
ckahiatin.4 tea( hinL2. "1 he e quests continue today. Until vet re-
(trIth (11( ;1,1,4, t cii higher education has all but escaped
th(...c. attempts to /11: :e s,siernatica11% design instruction and evaluate

'bits oritc,inic. or merits. 1.11;1f Area IN II1C curriculum.
This is not III that higher education curricula have been totally

n((,11.i III he lite! .11 ill (in undergraduate curriculaespecially
01:11 tIsi 1111 r)11 1 (1.1f e merits of general versus spcciali7ed eche-
cati()n and li 1):1 .11 r,tz career educationhas received a good deal

aticrit ion in ucnt ar,. addition. a number of excellent books
have lien written on the histor and current state of curricula in
.kmeinati :in(' universities Levine 197S; Rudolph 1977:
Carneijc. Foundation 1977: and IIrubacher and Rudy 1976). Curl-lc-
:1111m de\eloprit nts in se.tal disciplines and professions -shave also
been Addressed {(:hcit 1977): Kasri 1071) as have reforms
and intioxa:i(Ins in specific colleges and universities (Belknap and
Kiihri 1977: T-1.:ints And Vein14:111 1973: Gaff et al. 1970; Tussman
19.;0- lietierlin 1969).

For :he most part. these sunlit., have been concerned with the con-
ic lit ot t Ill 1 I( U i 1 111 ( 11:111g;s Arid tilt' pc1N011:111tiec, groups, and social
tortes and ideol,,,ies that helped 10 shape Ilteni. Principles of cur-
riculum clesictu and meiliods of curriculum evaluation are almost no-
%,-hre 1,c found in the higher education literature.' IVhere they
do exist. either the tend to he stated in N.'erV broad and abstract
tert.i, or the% is pres.nt little more than a compendium of various
nicrhod and took used in tic,i aline, or evaluating single COUrSCS or
IT1Ntl-t1Cti(}T111 111:111 III Tic :11:('Itli(m has been giVen CZpliCIE1V to

closrss thi!tg to a ha tirlhr,,1:- of c urriculurn design and curriculum
, 7 1 ar itle. I Cd 1 r r Tkei. CI is 1 h( ie I r) pill) iSh Ird fir

()Le tits, el al. I 1.'477 ,. %chic fact ..ttlititled '.. Jiritid
ftt 1- atiltit and Ad.rittruccr.it(0
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the 1)1o1)letris of designing and cali:Itint4 the r(m11)1('N.set 1,1 Ai 11 ir {C\ ' 14tIICS .111 \ .P*i iIrt: ttiith !! 1 (PM (Tr 411 ( 1171 1( him.
::ot man. hat ilscut. .Inc! Valiance ( 1,1). 1 -3) have spe( tdai. '

4)1) hi' 1 r.1%,1 Wht the ( 111 1 it 11111111 ,Iltiat;ori l,rnces, 1,,

U."11.1t
11()1 11)( 11111(111rd. F it th IC is fgrIle1.11 !meet-taint% As r0
sit( h Ihm itritntatum 1611 tel N1'i11 it ultimately imp! e our de-
st$2.11 anti c-alitation clitit is-- Ate ( tit t i4 11'.1in1 lopmtit at ti% ities
at .1 1..;i% en institution L'fitilli.thi etingh 14) 11c of hnht to another
itist Itlit14,11.:" S( 41111(I 11/11t ,1)(tit (1( 111111'1111;1g the plog es, i, timespew Att WI 111 r 1( inn design and (:dilation effort. his. atter ill !le pi it)! it\ activit. l'hird. it is not exactly dear whatshould he clot 111114.11 tee! cloy, enough detail become too muchder. ir? Lan k\ decision points 13e identified at the time they occur?Sin( 1111 1( 11111111 desit,tt e\ Athol i()Ii are not linear. 1-mt rathercomplex int et ai 1111:!, .14 tit 1T it.... !,1% ( .1U their ',rotes, best 1.)e re-

41)10c11= Finall, the ohic, Of the p()ple involved in cm-H(1.111md,itoa .11111 .1 I !Lit pt (it ess i. .11ways ;111 (:an the7. separate!hell ieeliirt for t%11.1i should have happened Iith Ichat aettiali did
4 , ( ( iii 1-'1(....e f a t )1.1 1 1 . r . ( ,Ill W1171Cli 1VSTC111:It IC to.oenta-
iiitill eff02 is that mit;lit have pioided design ..nd vahiation modelsfor others to fc How.

Srx- Finelrncc
Given that ellirictilum design and evaluation is a neglected field ofstudy. what ate we able to cop( hide from an examination of the liter-ature and :Ise study examples?
First. we I:low that most curriculum change is piecemeal. incre-

mental, .1/1,1 uiplanned with respect to the total curriculum. For themost part. ILII %ancients are taught can he almost entirely explained
hy tile site` and compositi(n of the faculty. curricula arebuilt around the expertise and interests of the faculty. and curriculumChange is the resnlr'of rathiallv adding new members to tea( h specific
attil often new) courses.

ven though at certain points in the history of a college or depart-rnt .!t an overall ttn-ric 1111121, design is developed, as a departmentadapts to (hangs in its disci/)ll/1e. turnover in its fart idly. and shiftsin the 121 leTeNt ;1:111 tion levels of its student hotly. revisionrends to ht directed At nu)difx ing the old sty-tic-mire through the addi-tion and deletion of comses and course requirements. In time. if
%7..tern:11 1( evaluation and restructuring- does not occur. the curriculum
tan bet wrie lit t IC more than a «,11ct tion of courses that rept e,en t -the
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311-.311111 1013).111 fed 4111.111is C.11 11e1" /1111'1 Cif Ill I 41'1k...4 )r... patrons. atul
11 Il1!13 II 101011, p

'Nct 4,3111. v. c hat it lit elc.-ricipirtunI a41 ft/ he
tit ti 1 1.1f...cit. :he t r rice( Is to lin NI /Me Ne114 4)1 li%%.11111 .14 1111.'1 1111 the
I ,11 14111 4 1111 14 111111n. l01411 1' \ 4*%Nt41 i11111 11;111% 11% he la( 1111%'

IT r \14 1 !IA !N, 1i/1'N/114'111s. 1314 ):1 :1111 I11 ,11 ( 1 eel/ tat 11)11 reVi(%%'%.
. 1 1 j . 1 4 1 ) 1 1 d 1 4 1 . 1 4 I 0 1 1 es. um I)1( )%4-1 ()f sir I( /4'1V ;it 1.11'1.;4'. AVi thont 1.13f11-

i i t . 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 . 1 1 1 4 1 1 4 . 1.()11 1111 111141e1 1.1k 111L4 t 111 1 11 11111111 reVi%111 f:1(
tI 1 I % Ts/41111)i I. IA III t itille II) t.it It 41%V11 41/111"'s .11111 acf ()T41
/tie/ t I I )1 i.4tIrs. 111e %AMC 131 11. 111'14e. V1111()111 1 ('g.11 41 Ie, 11 rit'ed ft)r a
4)11(1411? I 111 1 11 11111111 lesiL.;11

third rhi 11,4 ICC k .1114313t ( 111 1 1( 11131111 design and rvaltiat ion
f Ile% .11 1' 1)4)111 4 411111)11X. 1111114 1111 111111e11.1king%. .\ cur rictiltim. a

tli1i111 1 II 44131 .1 t

an, I pt ist-1 I/( it is
it wis tic) 4 if.

1 41114.4 t at het than .311 inch% idtial flort.
c. et 3Ilr's 1 f.'s1/1/11S11)1111 lit an impott;int
vespouibilitN. .1+% te(ent %tuck. 1)% the

C.11 rit,Ltit I:1,1311.1.1r ( 1977. 14. 101 pint% 4)111: -Fartilt% member, pay
attention to their 111(11% 11131.41 (1111*%es, dr; ).11 1111e111% 141 their majors. and
,,tiitlnt. It1 1ili.31 11101/1e 011 Cie( 1 1% ("); hut few persons and c)metime%
none. pav atter' f it )11 1 he . )Ver.111 C1/1(11)1r... The C(111C4A
I1.11111 r I ).1 ti 11111111 111.1ks 1)1)111 11 s. eV:1111.1t11)11 And it. reViSi(l11
11114111% pld Int .11 .14 1S.4.11 t omplex in relic( Ilia! activities.

Font t h , hec c t i t I i t tihmi de% clopment i s a a 111('(t a% 1 iVii V. it
/1111'4/111 .1:110111g the 1.1( 1111% rei exct (ise leadership: to gait'

t trisetistts ahc tut the :wet I for a new citrric 11111: 11) 'WIC(' I task forces
411 tt 4111111i lc(s 1() 1(1(ik 1111(3 t III! 11 1111/111 )/1111)11S and (level( )1) a plan:

marsha i I stipp,,it ti )1. I ltr plan; Et) set (lea dli ncs and facilitate the
Iv. irk 4)1 f he 14 rin/11/ f f ces: Iii %eel: I d :1%ell I tine and:or funding %Olen
that r, tquited: tindeitake the variou% %tep% net.e,sary to See that
tile t 311 r II 11111111, 1)1.111 1111p111111111Cd 1.%'1111111 a t ea,c)ttable 11141(' frame:
a1i,1 2,tnc2.111% take if-1 on...Willi% ittr .411%11154 1)1'11)1e:11s ;1s they occur.
In :11.411 1111 14)1 is 171.11.tti 1)% .1 cic;111 ciz (trim, Intent chairman.
The I fell t.t S it 1969. p. 1 1 :;) found t11:11 /in cif the most igniit-
c ant co; clate cl1 drpar latent.' c t1l t is :dim' 4 Ii. gc \v.v. the change in
dcr)ar t men 1 t ?la ii men.

1- it I h. het IIt 1 he I (.1 1 110 II/ jr114 )1 .1 I 1:1 ri( 11117111 i 11411 an arduous
11111 Tel 1.11.111(4, %%t kr/4 it 14-11dS. to take 111:111 %-ears to ac omplish.
lit t he c A., that Ivt examined. five or six yea!-S were not tin-
t tomon, .31141 hat taken %en Ionize

that Ma 0)1 1111-/(111,1113 chvelorirrierit or revision is
,4511%, hoth 111 fa( 1117% firti .11)41 ill in%tittiti4)11 :11 re.c)ttrces. In fact.
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Higher Education Curricula Today

The dearth of a 1in-rattily on systematic approaches to the design
and alts.ititi of higher t'di34. it11 a 1112-it tint is Hot arc itlntal. It re-
fit-its not mils the invisible. eltisi%:e. and political nature of the design
and etaluatin prof es., but the %tat Its ht. higher education cur-
tic tiliim itself. .Itliough nrail%. all st holars and historians have note('
the passing of arithing that ould be called Lb, curriculum of higher
edrication, a quotation lioin Rudolph (1977. 13. 2.11) captures the dif-
ficulties inherent in %tucking a phenomenon that is no longer unitary.
and far from static.

In the twentieth centur% the eurricultim fell apart. . . . The rise of
science, the death of Greek. the el-nergnce profe.,sionli, the ascendancy
of an ambit' s middle class, the resounding ictor% of intellect mei-
plet !bst we ri c.rits tlr.1r 1)10 tight (1t)%fl Wit) thousandsand ;net e% the
old college and all of the certainties and practices that had held is to-
gether. The death of the classical course of stud. opened the way to a
curriculum burdened with such a diversit% of purpose. st.le. and institu-
tional form that the word cuiriculutri meanie: a concept of (Oflenience
rather than precision.

Vevsev (1973. p. 1) refers to this change as the only genuine 'aca-
demic revolution" vet to be experienced in the United States."
'Throughout the twentieth century. the diverse and fragmented cur-
ricula of higher education have continued to multiply. Even while
some curricula have disappeared. still more have emerged. Further-
more. within eat h curriculum a slow but relentless change in course
offerings and requirements continues to occur through accretion, at-
trition. and recombin:!tion or ...ntliesis (liefferlin 1969, pp. 24-34):
so that. "today. the new coexists to a considerable extent with the old,
for there has been little pruning and much grafting.' (Carnegie Foun-
dation 1977. p. 19).

Thus. one obstacle to the study of modern curriculum change has
been its sheer volUnie :Mtl complexity. "Today- th'2re are over 2
million 1:1's taught bv half a million faculty members to about 10
million studervs in about 3.000 institutions. . . There are over
1.500 separate degrees- (Carnegie Fo.undation 1977, p. 1). As Rudolph
has pointed out:

It i' one thing to ilscribe the c ut riculum tinder which IT:Marc-I for
riecade after decade awarded nothing but the it is a! st an of

6



to the imagination to be expected to make sense of the 200 different
cteg-rees offered by the Unixersity of Illinois in 1960 (1977, p. 10).

Another related obstacle has been the fluidity of the course offer-
ings and requirements that constitute a given curriculum even over a
short period of time. For example. in analyzing course offerings dur-
ing a rive-year period. Heifer lin (1969, p. 54) found that by 1967 "the
110 institutions that we surveyed had reorganized or substituted, on
the average, one out of every five courses that they had offered in1962. the survey have covered the volatile years between
1(368 and 1973. the extent of curricular change would no doilbt have
been even greater.

Because most curriculum change is both piecemeal and without
regard for any overall curriculma design. it tends to be unnoticed by
all but a very few who are intimately involved in its development.
And because incremental changes in higher education, like gradual
chan<,-es in any social institution, are rarely documented as change
per se, they are seldom the chject of study. 'Indeed, because such
changes come about so gradually. frequently they are not recognized
as changes at all.

Very recently. however. there has been a resurgence of interest in
large-scale. holistic kinds of curriculum change-. The reason is the
:.;rowing sense of dis-ease about the fragmented and narrow education
being received by most undergraduates. Today.- whatever interest
there is in questions of curriculum design and evaluation is due in
large part to this renewed interest in the general education compo-
nent of undergraduate learning. This is likely to continue- into the
1980's.

_ Liberal rcus Ucrful Education
Debate about the true purposes of education has occupied some of

the greatest minds in ever generation. In the United States, the most
enduring form of th:it debate, has focused on the 'presumably inherent
and irreconcilable differences between a liberal education and profes-
sional or vocational training. Although the terms. "useful." "prac-
tical." "relevant," and others have often been uv:ed in these debates,
as Rudolph (1977. p_ 13) points out: "It should never be thought that
any curricular reform was really ever advocated or any curriculum
defended, at least on this side of the _Atlantic. being other than prac-
tical."

Rudolph goes on to make the case that even the famous Yale Report
of 1828. which vigorously defended the classical curriculum, "argued



for the practicality of what others considered impractical." Cheit
(1975, p. 134), approaching the subject of liberal education from the
vantage point of the professions. notes the history of tensions between
the "liberal" and the "useful" and the reasons for the renewed urgency
of the debate in the 1970s.

Now the issue is being posed through enrollment pressure on the liberal
arts. Declining demand for new faculty in the academic labor market has,in turn, reduced the number of students for whom a liberal educationwould be a "vocational" education. But the main enrollment pressurecomes from the new vocationalism.. the major element in the new condi-tion facing higher education, and predictions of an absolute decline inthe numbers of -tudents attending colleges and universities within adecade. This means that the rise in vocationalism is not just absorbinggrowth but a-wally shifting students away from the liberal arts.

Indeed, widespread publicity about the college graduate who has no
"m..rketable skills" has had dramatic effects on the educational and
carocr choices of college students in recent years. The Carnegie Coun-
cil- Surveys, 1975-76, found that "95 per4-ent of America's -undegrad-
uates considered training and skills for an occupation to be either
'essential' or 'fairly important' goals of their college education (Car-.

negie Foundation 1977. p. 223). Nationally, undergraduate enroll-
ments were spread as follows: professional schools, 58 percent; social
sciences, 8 percent; humanities, 5 percent; sciences. 15. percent; art::,6 percent and. other or no major, 8 percent (Carnegie Foundation
1977, p. 6).

Another factor contribUting to the increased yocationalism of col-
lege studentsone -teat shows little sign of abatingis the growing
cost of higher education. As Bledstein (1977. pp. 144-45) has pointed
out: "As higher education becomes more and more expensive, middle-
class expectations will focus even more than before on careers, voca-tions, and results."

The difficulties facing liberal education have been exacerbated bythe decline of general education requirements that might reflect. an.institutional. if not national, consensus about the meaning of being
liberally educated_ Relaxed general education requirements have also
contributed to. declining enrollments, most notably in the humanities.
This has prompted a new intce.^.-A in the "curriculum" as a topic ofpractical as well as philosophical concern. It has also contributed tonew effort to restore breadth or distribution requirements, such asthose recentl- instated at "the University of California, Berkeley, andnew core curriculum approaches to general education, such as thoseproposed at Harvard.

8



Reaarging. interest in curric tilurn models and philosophies of educa-tion can also be seen in the recent wotk of the Carnegie Foundation.Levine (1978. pp. 230-11) summarizes some of the major curriculummodels and Bowen (1977; highlights the known outcomes of highereducation. Chickering et al. (1977) also include typologies and case-study examples of xarious curriculum models. The theories of Phenix(19t1-1) and Perry (196S) have had some influence on curricular designsat the undergraduate level. as have the works of such learning theor-ists as Skinner. Rogers, Gagne. Bloom, and others. Learning as model-ing behavior, learning as tran.acticn. le:irninot by doing. learningthrough reinforcement. learning a function of cognitive style, learn-ing as developmentvariat ions on these mode's are increasingly find-ing their way into curriculum designs as well :s into higher educationresearch. These models arc enriching the mor,- fundamental questionsof curriculum design. snch as: Should the Corricultith be orientedtoward the past. the presc nt. or the future? Should it be based ondisciplinary. multidisciplinary, or interdisciplinary modes of inqviry?Should it focal, more on ;ntelle.ctual. personal. or career development?

Nen- Attenlpf tr) Link Profeccional and Librral EducationThere are a number of indications of a desire both to redefine"!iberal" education as "u-cful" and to reintroduce a liberal or human-istic component into professional and yrzcirtional education. In essence,,these are attempts to create new links between practical and liberaleducation.-and to restore at the same time sonic semblanre of co-herence ::nd meaning to the idea of being "edlicated' by forging newcurricula that wed the two.
One of the areas of current undergraduate cirriculum mo7t likelyto change radically as a te,.ult of these efforts to IN-ed the liberal andthe vocational clement in undergraduate educatiOn is the "elective."Ironically. the rt.tionalc for the "elective" when it was first introducedin the late 1860. was to make the curriculum more "useful." that is.to allow students to go beNond the classical curriculum and to studysuch "tieful- subjects as modern languages and literature. physics andchemistry, as well as agriculture and engineering. Yet the "elective,"which became a substantial pat t of the curriculum (in some cases,nearly the total cirriculum) in the late 1960. and early 1970s, is likelyto shrink rapidly in the coming years to make room for the "useful"as well as the "liberal" components or both graduate and undergrad-uate curricula. Blackburn et _O. (19761 have shown the shift, alreadyin process -from 19,57 to 197-1. of the portion of the undergraduate
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curriculum devoted to electives. Whereas there was no change in the
percent of stu:lents' time spent on the major (33 percent in both
1967 and 1974). there was a considerable decrease in the percent of
time spent on general 'education requirements (13 percent in 1967
and only 3.1 percent in 197-1) and a corresponding increase in the
peECIIT of time devoted to electives (2-1 percent in 1967 and 34 percent
in 1974).

It is worth pointing out. however, that the increased percentage of
time devoted to-elect k es- for the most part represents additional
courses elected in tlIc major field. thereby contributing further to the
overspecialized nature of undergraduate education.

10
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Design and Evaluation: State of the Art

Invisible, Intramural Nature of Design and F? 'al nation
Most curriculum changes receive little or no attention outside de-partmental or institutional walls. Unlike curriculum developmentprojects at the elementary and secondary levels. most curriculumdevelopment in higher education is local. not national or regional inscope_ While much borrowing-of curricular ideas takes place withinthe higher education community, neither dissemination by the de-veloping institutions nor adoption of a total curriculum "package"by borrowing institutions is- -characteristic at the postsecondary level.The processes by which curricula are designed and implemented areseldom published because faculty members who undertake curriculumdesign are not interested in the process per se and receive few or no"brownie points" for producing these kinds of publications.Even if a curriculum is systematically designed. the visible end-product is a new or revised curriculum as it appears in a collegecatalog, a set of course syllabi. and other instructional materials_Documentation of the design and implementation process. includingthe philosophy and rationale of the new or revised curriculum andthe results of evaluations made prior to. curinr, or following theimplementation of the curriculum is typically contained in the fugi-tive memos and working papers of a curriculum or evaluation com-mitteeif they have been put in writing at all.

Similarly, even if a ctirrictilum is systematically evaluated, theevaluation is rarely available for public or scholarly scrutiny. unlessundertaken as a research project or funded by a foundation or gov-ernment agency. Departmental self- studies frequently include a cur-riculum component. but tKe reports are usually consideredas thename impliesrntre-norts. CurrictOum evaluation most often occursas part of the larger pr )CCss ofintramural or academic nro2-ram reviewwithin the institution, or as a component of an external accreditation.

Obstacles to Sv-tematic Approaches
We have indicated several factors that mitigate against systematiccurriculum design and evaluation efforts: the lack of models or guide-lines in the published literature: lack of faCulty trainin and exper-tise in techniques of design and evaluation; and lack of incentives or



motivation to undertake curriculum evaluation and revision given the
reward strt.cture of most colleges and universities.

A number of other obstacles or barriers to systematic curriculum
design and evahlation have been discussed by Hettbner (1976), Chick-
cling et al. (1977). a c1 the Carnegio Foundation (1977). A case study
example of the barriers to systematic al)proaches to the curriculum
conies from 1:-ask Force A of the national project on Teaching Under-
graduate Sociology. This project, one of the few national curriculum
development efforts undertaken at the higher education level, is spon-
sored bv the American Sociological Association and funded by the
Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary. Education (FIPSE). A
recent report on the project's stattri (Campbell et al. 1977), concludes.
that very little is known about curriculum design, in part because
sociologists have not turned their attention inward on themselves to
study the organisation of their discipline as "curriculum." The au-
thors identify- three factors that work against comprehensive cur
riculum design arid evaluation efforts.

First. the utilitarian character of most sociology departments. corns :\
i2ined with concerns about infringements on academic freedom, measIs :7-=::
that f :u members exercise atmost exclusive control over what they
teach in their own courses. In reality, this means that the . curriculum
is merelv.the sum of the individual courses offered at any given time.

Second. differences in the perceived mission of the department or
result in unclear guidelines for curriculum change. Should

the curriculum be organired to train .students in the methods of in-
quiry of a discipline, or should it reflect a more liberal orientation,
emphasizity-r an linder,t:mding c)1 the major social issues faced by
societies:- Issues tit this kind arc further exacerbated by sharply dif-
ferent views of the desirable direction and mission of the discipline
itself.

Third. the Teaching Sociology Project found that the confused
state of learning theory contributes tc\ the lack of systematic curricu-
lum design. No single theory commandiversal support. Behaior-
ist, humanistic. transactional. and developmental _theories all suggest
different curric filar Structures and instructional 1,trategies..

Extrnal and internca Prcc?tres and Opportunities
Recemlv. various internal :Ind external pressures for more rigorous

and syst CrIla tic appr,Daches to utillieulurn evaluation and change have
begun to affect college and uni-ersitv practices.

Examples of external pressures include:' high rates of unemploy-
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ment and underemployment of college graduates in many fields;
changes in the curriculum of high schools: increasing demands from
legislatures. postsecondary edit( at ion commissions. and the public
for accountability. cost-effectiveness, and increased Rroductivity in
higher education; increased questioning of the "value,,of education
as an investment: and increasing demands that high education
solve a vast array of social and technological problems through the
development of new curricula.

In our examination of case studies of curriculum evaluation and
development, we found faculty considering c-urriculum change in
response to many of these external pressures. For example, Rhode
Island College developed a Masters of Soc:a1 '.York program as a re-
sult of feasibility studies and recommendations made by a special
legislative commission to study social services in the state. The Uni-
versity of Virginia, faced with the national decline in teaching posi-
tions in English, created a new Ph.D. program to "close the gap be-
tween traditional programs of literary study and the career needs of
graduate students who will eventually identify themselves as teachers
rather than researchers." The Environmental Studies program at the
University of California. Santa Barbara, was developed in direct re-
sponse to "increasing ens -ironmental ccincerns from the community
and university and the demands for relevance from students."

Internal pressures _from within the institution can also indicate the_
need for more systematic approaches to curriculum design and evalua-
tion. Thee pressures include: shifting or dwindling enrollment pat-
terns in various departments: changes in the nature are .imposition
of the student body: faculty turnover and shifting fat silty interests
in new areas of knowledge: student desires for autonomy in creating
and sefrcting courses: declining student achievement levels in basic
skills, such as writing and mathematics: and seady-state or reduCed
budgets that have forced many institutions to cut back expenses and
set priorities arreCrig, curricular offerings.

F.-equentiv the impetus for change comes from a combination of
factors. For example. increased demand for education in veterinary
medicine, growing specialization in the field. and the changing in-
terests and skills of students contributed to a major curriculum re-
vision at the University of Minnesota's School of Veterinary Medicine.

Opportunities for curriculum and revision have been expanded by
grant programs sponsored by foundations and governmental agencies
and by intramural grant programs at many colleges and universities.
In addition. the need to make formal proposals for intramural or
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extramural funding. coupled with requirements that such grant pro-posals include appropriate evaluation plans and culminate in de-tailed reports. promises to make major curriculum developmentprojcits both more systematic and more visible than they have beenin the past.
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Concepts and Linkages

Defining Curriculum
Although nominally designed to set appropriate boundaries for

structured inquiry, definitions of curriculum have in fact become
notoriously ambiguous topics of freewheeling debate. Widespread
lack of iigreernent about definitions of curriculum reflects the scope
and complexity of the curriculum itself. As we have pointed out, a
single curriculum of higher education no longer exists. Similarly, cur-
ricu! _n as a concept is neither unitary nor static.

There are at least three ways that curriculum has been defined in
the theoretical literature. They range in conceptualization from the
very narrow to the very broad (Beauchamp 1977, p. 22).

First, curriculum can be described as the selection of courses of
study or content. i.e.. what is or ought to be taught. In this definition.
a curriculum either describes or pre.cribes the content and goals of
formal instruction but does not consider the means of instruction to
be used.

A second definition combines content with instructional methods
so that meaffi and ends are considered simultaneously. The third, arid
broadest definition of curriculum subsumes content, instruction, the
learner, and the evaluation of learning.

At the higher education level, what is usually meant by the cur-
riculum is "all the courses offered. considered as a totality," or, "all
the courses taken by some person one after another" (Chickering et al.
!977, p. xiv).

The most difficult questions from the point of view of curriculum
design and evaluation are those posed by the definition of a curric-
ulum as the totalit-' of courses taken by an individual or group of
individuals, especially when it io the awarding of a certificate
or degree. At this level, questions regarding the adequacy of the
breadth and depth of course work and its organization, coherence,
and sequencing become paramount if a degree is to have any real
meaning.

In defining curriculum for this monograph, we have incorporated
many of the ideas of other authors (e.g.. Dressel 1976: Chickering
et al. 1977; Levine 1978). Ours too is an operational definition,
adopted for purposes of clarifying the scope of our inquiry, rather
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Char- -ntering the debate about the proper limits of curriculum theory
and methodology. We define curriculum the totality of courses
that constitute a rol -Nr of %tuy offered by an in +.1 it talon or followed
by a student.

Following our definition. the examples of curriculum design and
evaluation that we ly.vr- included in our inquiry range from a one-
ear curriculum o prescribed studies (such as a freshman or first-year

graduate core curriculurr0 to a multi-year course of studies leading-to
an 1:ndergraduate. graduate. or professional degree in a given subject

Linkage's Beta ern Drcir'n and Evaluat ion
In our view. the processes of curriculum design and evaluation are

inextricably linked. 1"-F-- question that face the curriculum designer
and the curriculum evaluator are so conceptually interrelated (indeed.
in some cases identical) that it is imr.ossible to address one set of
questions without the other. For example, posing the question. "Do
we need a new or revised curriculum?" simultaneously raises evalua-
tion questions. e.g., "What evidence do have that a new curric-
ulum is needed?"; design questions. e.g.. "What c irriculum options
are possible?"; and questions that combine evaluation and design.
e.g.. "What should the new curriculum try to achieve tEat the present
curriculum does not?"

This "dialectical process." as Halliburton (1977. p. 70) refers to it
continues throughout all phases of curriculum development. In ex-
ploring a design question ::hottr. curriculum options; for example,
further evaluation questions are likely to be raised. These might in-..
clude: What evidence exists about the effectiveness of various curric-
ulum options we wish to explore? What have been the experiences
of other departments or institutions that have introduced those op-
tions? Similarly. suppose one begins with an evaluation question,
"How well is our curriculum meeting the needs of our students?"
This question. in turn. implies a host of design questions, such as:
N,Vhose needs should be served by our curriculum? IVhat 'kinds of
students should we be educating and for 'what purpose?

Curriculum design and el.:du:Ilion are interdependent activities that
should he considered as a whole. Evaluation is not something to be
superimposed or tagged onto :t curriculturn development project; it
involves a form of critic-al thinking, and informed decision-making that
lies at the ,_.ry heart of the, design process. This view stands con-
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tract to the more- prevalent linear models of curriculum design andevaluation.
In the linear model, e' ablation is typically presented as the laststep in a series. which hegirs with the formulation of goals and objec-tives, and pick-eeds thrmigh design and implementation stages to restfinally with questions of evaluation. The loop or feedback model.which is usually advanced as an improvement over the linear model,in fact does little more than suggest (usually with a graphic represen-tation) that information obtained during the evaluation stage shouldbe fet: back into the cycle to make improvements. It still treats evalua-tion as a process conceptually separate from design, a view that leadsall too many currictihnn designers to the conclusion that althoughevaluation Mav I>e useftd, it might be dispensed with in the interestof economy or efficiency.

Others. such as Mich:1rd (1977) and Hall (1975) have criticized thelinear model not only because it relegates evaluation to the end ofthe project. but because it misz-epresents the order in which otheraspects of the design process occur. The model assumes-that goals andobjectives can he defined at the beginning of the design process, when,in fact, there are many outcome-. that arise out of the instructional
process itself, and only become defined as goals after the curriculumis implemented. In many cases, the best place to start may he with ananalysis of the tearninp- experiences and outcomes of the existing cur-riculum, rather than a statement of the goals and objectives for thenew curriculum.

In fact. questions of curriculum design and evaluation can beaddressed in almost any sequ'ence and frequently will receive simul-taneous consideration. The sequence chosen will depend in largemeasure on the nature of the curriculum, the purposes of the evalua-tion, and the interests, needs, and intellectual proclivities of the cur-riculum developers and evaluators.
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Evaluation as Needs Assessment

One of the key links between curriculum design and curriculum
evaluation begins with the question. Do we need a new or revised
curriculum? The answer is seldom a simple "yes" or "no." and there
is bound to be uncertainty and dissent when the que;tion first arises.
Indc-ed, the question is unlikely to be raised at all unless consider-
able dissatisfaction with some aspects of the current curriculum has
been expressed by some individuals or groups.

The nature of the dissatisfaction is often initially vague, yet widely
shared by faculty members. administrators. and 'or students. One ex-
ample is the concern that current undergraduate curricula are too
"narrow" or "specialirod" for the complex and changing demands
placed on an educated citiienry. Another is the widespread discontent
with liberal arts cirriciala because. they do not provide students with
suffici mtlY ma rketa ble" skills. Other dissatisfactions may be more
limited and specific. such as the dissatisfaction of some faculty mem-
bers ,Yith the need to provide "remedial" courses within their de-
partments or colleges, or the criticism of students that certain re-
quired courses, such as foreign languages. are "irrelevant."

Most curriculum changes in higher education are made solely in
response to these kinds of dissatisfactions or to the demands of a par-
ticularly vocal or influential minority of faculty members, students,
or segments of society.. Less frequently, as we have noted, decisions to
create or revise curricula are informed by systematically gathered
evidence of need.

The value of systematically gathered infoimation for making deci-
sions about the need for new or revised curricula is most apparent in
cases where many individuals and groups must' he convinced of that
need if their cool era tion in designing and implementing curricular
changes is to be --1.citred. When the number of decisionmakers is
small and their personal knowledge about the effectiveness of a cur-
riculum already great, additional information or data may not be
necessary to make decisions. Certainly evaluations should not be
undertaken that arc unlikely to produce information that will be
helpful in making decisions.

Decisions about general education requirements for an entire col-
lege, however, or decisions to substantially revise an undergraduate or
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graduate major obviously require the cooperation and consensus oflarge numbers of faculty members. One reason why such decisionstake many years to reach and even longer to implement is the absenceof any tangible and convincing evidence that any change is reallyneeded. In such instances, discussion and debate tend to be heavilysprinkled with personal anecdotes, as well as obscured b.yor political and philosophical differences having little or nothing todo with the curriculum issues at hand. While information and datacannot re-olve all philosophical and value differences, of course, theycan help to focus decisionmaking. increase consensus about the needfor a new curriculum. and smooth the path toward curriculum im-plementation. This is especially true when the dec=:sionmakers andother participating lac tilt% members are themselves involved in theevaluation process. It. is much more difficult to dismiss problems ofstudent enrollments. student attrition, or deficiencic in studentlearning when there are hard data on the table. not just rumors orindividual impressions.

Sources and Kinds of Evidence
How can we cletermine whether we need a new or revised cur-riculum? What sources and kinds of evidence can help us d _,Je whatkind of new or revised curriculum is needed?There are two basic approaches to identifying curricui.7,3 needs.The first involves evaluating an existing curriculum to identify itsstrengths and weak.ne-ses. The curriculum may be the one we wishto revise or a curriculum that we would regard. in some sense, a "com-petitor'. to the new curriculum we wish to develop. This approachhelps to assure that the best aspects or components of a curriculumare not discarded along with those judged to be deficient or no longerdesirable.

The second approach. most frequently used in deciding Nv hether todevelop a new curriculum. is often referred to as needs assessment.Information gathered through needs-assessment techniques can helpavoid costly duplication of programs. estimate the likely level offaculty support for (and opposition to) the new curriculum, moreaccuratek project student enrollments. and ensure the acceptance ofour graduates by emplovers or graduate and professional schools.Within eat h of these two apprc)aches. the evaluation of existingcurricula and the assessment of need for new curricula, there are avariety of specific techniques that_ can he used to gather infOrmationon which to make-decisions. 'IN-11de all of these techniques require
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some investment of time and resources. their use as important plan-
ning tools can often save eYen more time and resources (as w=1l as
political and ps..chic wear and tear) during the curriculum design
and implementation stages_ Most of the assessment and evaluation
procedurs can be undertaken by a curriculum phinning or self-study
committee of faculty members and students, provided that the group
includes or consults faculty or staff members who are experts in social
science research methods or !Jaye some training or experience in
evaluation.

Evaluating Existing Curricula
Analysis of student tran+criptsAs a recent Carnegie Foundation

report. (1977. p. 97) points out, "the 'real curricula are not found in
college catalogs." Rather. "they take shape in the students' trans-
scripts. where, from the hundreds of courses listed . . the 32 to 40
that make up a student's four -sear program are recorded." In recent
years. _studies of student transcripts have been undertaken at the Uni-
versities of California. Berkeley (class of 1975). Minnesota (class of
1973). and Pennsylvania (class of 1976). The results of such studies
can be useful both in (le( iding whe:her curriculum reforms are de-
sirable and in marshalling support for curricular changes.

At Berkeley. the results were used as part of the justification for
reinstating breadth requirements. Part of that evidence confirmed a
suspicion that without breadth requirements. Berkeley undergrad-
uates were receiving a very. narrow educa!;-)T-

The University of \Iinncsota study, uri.! at the request of
the Council on Liberal Education. was desigi .a answer the ques-
tion: What courses are most fiequentiv used to fulfil the four dis-
tribution requirements? The results indicate the extent to which the
practice. if not the idea, of a core. general education curriculum has
been eroded. even at an institution that had not given up its distribu-
tion requirements in the early 1970s. Seniors graduating from the
University of Minnesota in 1973 took a total of 308 different courses
in 34 different departments to meet the requirement in Communica-
tion, Language. and Symbolic Systems: 261 different courses in 21 de-
partments to fulfill requirements in Physical and Biological Sciences:
333 different courses in 22 departments to fulfill requirements in Man
and Society; and 56-1 different courses in 33 departments to fulfill the
requirement in Artistic Expression.

The analysis of transcripts has also been used at Minnesota to com-
pare the curriculum patterns and experiences of seniors graduating
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from the College of f.iberal Arts and an experimental degree program,the Bachelor of Elected studies. The methodology and findings arereported in flendel and Robinson (19761.Yet another tise of transcripts to study the curricular paths and op-tions of students was undertaken by Educational Testing Service.Anal ring the tran.qripts of a sample of students majoring in ninedisciplines at several colleges and universities, Warren (1975. p. 14)found t hat a "ma jor" constituted one of three or four different pat-terns of concentration. For example. an undergraduate major in his-tory for one student might consist almost entirely of Latin Americanhistory: for :mother. Asian history: and yet for a third. Americanhistory. While such specialiiation is common and probably necessaryat the graduate level. these findings emphasize the fact that a studentwith a bachelor's degree in any given dicipline may actually havestudied only a narrow range of that field's subject matter as popuL:rlyconceiY.ed.
Patterson (197g) describes a computeri/ed system for monitoring thecurriculum that is in tt,e at State University. of N7.w York. Buffalo,and is adaptable to o.hr.r colleges and universities. Called the Cur-riculum Interaction fodel (CIf). the program analyzes the coursesstudents rake to satisfy various requirements and monitors enrollmenttrends. It provides information on the percentage of a department'scourses that are taken majors and by students in any number ofother majors. It also indicate,:, for each major. the departments inwhich student., are takinp courses outside the major. Detailed charts,figures. and tables can be generated to provide a more complete pic-ture of. student coarse patterns.

COMpirhr'71si:re cx,..minationc.Althoup,h transcripts can provide val-uable information about what courses of study students are following.they cannot reveal `t-hat students have actually learned from a particu-lar pattern or sequence rd. cintyses. 'The comprehensive examinationis one of the oldest types of tests in American higher education. Har-vard had both entrance and graduation tests in 1646 (Levine, 1978, p.-7). and from the seventeenth century through the 1960; comprehen-sives were quite common. There has been a considerable decline intheir use since the late 1960s. however. 'Whereas between 33 and 40percent of four-year arts and sciences colleges employeJ comprehen-sive during the 1950s and early I 960s. by I975 only 24 percent of theseinstitutions lcatured these kinds of examinations (Levine 1978. p. 89).Some institutions that continue to use comprehensives include: St.John's College: the University. of Niinnesota's General College; Uri-
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versity of California. Santa Crttz: Reed College: and Simon's Rock
College. Ifanipshire College requires two coriprehensives'in the major
as well as four comprehensives in general education (Levine 1978. p.
90).

Three strengths of a comprehensive examination as viewed by the
Carnegie group inc lude: forcing "students to integrate synthesize
knowledge from more than one course, which the .ypical undergradu-
ate program does not call upon them to do"; building "a period of
review and introspection into a college education "; and providing
"students with an otherwise absent general assessment of their per-
formance by faculty- (Levine 1978. p. 90).

Most frequently, sophomore or junior comprehensives have been
used to diagnose individual student deficiencies and prescribe rem-
edies. whereas senior comprehensives have been used as graduation or
honors rquirements (Dressel 1976, p. 245). Some institutions, how-
ever, have used group scores on these tests as one measure of the effec-
tiveness of the curriculum. Dressel (p. 247) has pointed out that:

Colleges that use objective examination programs. such as the Under-
graduate Program Area Tests. frequently feel that the results are most
helpful in the evaluation of the curricular and instructional program.
For this purpose. norms which provide comparability from institution to
institution and, to some extent. even from department to department
within an institution arc considered valuable. Colleges have required
additional course work in certain areas or introduced new courses be.-
cause seniors have demonstrated weaknesses in certain phases. of com-
prehensive examinations.

Some standardized tests that have been used as comprehensive exam-
inations include the Graduate Record Examination, the Undergradu-
ate Program Area Tests, and the Sequential Tests of Educational
Prowess. Information on these and other tests can be found in Buros
(1972). Tests designed to measure achievement .n a single subject
matter field have also been del. 'loped. One example is TUCE, or the
Test of Understanding College Economics. Discipline-specific tests
also can be found in Buros (1972).

Two reasons for the declining use of comprehensive examinations
have beep the poor quality of the examinations developed by many
institutions or departments and the poor match between the goals
and curricular content of a given institution and the knowledge and
skills measuced by standardired ..xarninations. Dressel (1976, pp. 252-
255) has disc ussed several Charat7te.-istics of a successful comprehensive
examination. including: (1) clarity of purpose, of use. and of the edu-
cational objective's to be attained: (2) effective coordination and avail-
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ability of techitical assistance in designing and handling the examina-tions: and (3) a close relationship among curricula, instruction, andthe examination.
Tests of academie com peteners--In the 1970s. considerable interestin the use of tests to evaluate curricula has been generated. Test de-..elopment projects have been funded most notably by the Fund forthe Improvement of Postsecondary Education. One such project isthe Educational Testing Service's study of Academic Competence` inGeneral Education. directed by Jonathan Warren, which is designedto measure four aciulemic competences: communication skills, analyticthinking. svnthe.izing and awareness.

Unlike most sects. the Academic Competences test is not designed to
measure the competences of individual students: hence, it does notyield individual scores. Rathc;r. the purpose of the test is to allowinstitutions to get some idea of how well their students are acquiringthese basic competences over a two or four-year period, by administer-ing versions of the test on a pre- and post-test basis. Another promisinguse for the test is to compare student academic growth in two or moreundergradu'ate programs within the same institution. Eventually, it isexpected that norms will be available so that institutions can alsocompare their students with those at other colleges or universities.

Because the test is still in the developmental stages. it is not yet readyfor use in making either summative or comparative judgments aboutthe success of one or more progrr.ms of study. However, as a forma-tive evaluation tool, the Academic Competences test appears promisingand is expected to be available through ETS for experimental use in1979.
Similar tests of academic competences are also being developed by

the American College Testing Program (Forrest and Steele 1977), andby a group of researchers associated with the Institute for CompetenceAssessment in Boston. The ACT tests. called the College Outcome
Measures Project. focus on such core abilities as communication skills,problem-solving, critical thinking, and values analysis. These testsrequire short, written answers, longer essays, or oral responses to arange of questions. Currently in its second year of development, thetests ultimately should he useful for planning and evaluating liberaleducation programs, awarding college credit for knowledge and skillthrough nonacademic experiences, certifying student achievement, orscreening candidates for graduate or professional training. Work isunderway to develop a multiple-choice version of these tests. TheInstitute for Competence Assessment has developed tests of concept
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format ion and ana sis of arguments theft can be used as measures
of higher education outcomes.

A number of higher education associations are also showing con-
siderable interest in the idea of measuring academic competences. For
exacriplc. the American Council on Education has recommended three
of the four ET'S c4mipetences as -me, the bac- tlot's degree should be
concerned with, and :hey have added a IICW, fourth competency, "quan-
titative skills." to the list. The American Association of State Colleges
and Universities organized a meeting in August 1978. to examine ways
of assessing the four competences ACE has recommended.

In a slightly di fret em vein. the College Board has established a
five-state Career Education Consortium to "(I) identify those skills
most central to successful career development and (2) to provide the
means for assessing stud% competency in these areas" (Education Re-
e a Ps . ol . 17. No. 7. Match 1978. p. The resulting Career Skills
Assessment Program, to he available for use in the' 1978-79 academic
year. is designed to measure six career skills: sell-evaluation and de-
Tic 10 ppu en I (*ay au. a I 111(%. career I/rel./en/7n ak g, ern ploy??? ent-
scrhing. ClleCiiVeness, a rid per Arm a I rrou on? irs.

Corn pet rn cv-ba ced c I rat innTests of academic com-petences are
probably most fazniliar to the reader in connection with the widely
publicized competency-based.;education. or CBE movement, in which
entire colleges (e.g.. Alverno. Sterling. Mars Hill) or entire professional
schools (e.g.. Antioch School of Law, Case Western Reserve Univer-
sity's T.)h.D. Program in Organizational Behavior) or departmental
majors (e.g.. Astronomy at Rice University). have adopted a com-
petency-based approach to curriculum design and to student evalua-
tion.

In competency-b-ased education, the number of competences or skills
set forth by an institution is typically greater thah the three or four
included in national test cies- elopnien t projects. Frequently, too,
broad competencessuch as communication skillsare broken down
into a large number of behavioral objectives that are used in both the
design of courses and the assessment of students.

The broad competency statements of CBE colleges sound much like
the goal statements one finds in most small liberal arts college catalogs.
Agreeing that students should "achieve understanding of the relation-
ship of the individual and the environment" (Alverno College) may be
relatively easv: more difficult is reaching consensus about the specific
kinds o: knowledge. attitudes, or skills that constitute this compe-
tency; the learning experiences most likely to achieve it: and ways of
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assessing the extent tO I11;( h ccflupetence, have actually been achieved.Most colleges that have developed a CBI.: curriculum have requiredfairly large extramural grants to design and implement their new cur-ricula.
The chief purpose of CBE has been stated by Trivett (1975. p. 3):"Competency programs in higher echication combine rationales, ap-proaches. and strategies in a common notion: a degree or certificatefrom a collegiate institution should mean that the recipient hasachieved certain competencies." The Trivet: monograph covers mostof the issues involved in compefency-based education.Examples of student work--1-pirally. examples of student workarc used to evaluate students. not curricula. Yet examples of ,tudentwriting provide ;'n excellent database for evaluation. especially in thehumanities, where es,ays and term papers play an important role inthe curriculum. Evaluation of student work can be usecl both to assessthe need for a revised curriculum (e.g.. to secs if student writing skillsneed to he improved) and for evaluating the effectiveness of a newor revised curriculum.

A variety of methol. for measuring student growth in writing skillsare described in Died rich (19711 and Cooper and Odell (1977). Basedon these references. fact:Iry members at the University of California.San Diego developed their own scoring procedures for use in theFourth ColicQe Writing Program. The tr.,e of such methods rteed notbe limited .to English departments. however. They can he used inadvanced foreign langtrage courses and in any cours,e where studentsare required to write extensively. Some of the basic techniques canhe modified. replacing criteria. of good writing with c-iteria for analyz-ing logical arguments in philoophy or rhetoric or developing a briefin law.
Institutinnfil srlf-sturiv inch-inventsA number of institutional self-study instruments have been used by colleges and universities. "Theseinclude: the College Charactristics Analysis (CCA): the College andUniversity F..nvirontnent Scales (CUES): the College CharacteristicsIndex (CCI): the Institutional Functioning Inventory (IFI): and theInstitutional Self-Study Sm vey (1SS). among others. These instru-ments. along with many others, are described in Hodgkinson, Hurst,and Levine (1)173. Although institutions might find this kind of sur-vey information useful in terms of long-range planning or as back-ground material for a curriculum desig and evaluation protect. mostof these instruments include only a few items directly pertaining tothe curriculum.
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One exception is tin Institutional Coals Inventory (ICI) developed
by FTS in I970. The includes a large number of goal statements
relating to the t to ric ultim, as well as goals pertaining to the overall
climate of the 1115111116011 and its «mtributions to the production of
new knowledge and the needs of the community. The IGI goal state-
ments areitlesigned to elicit both "is" and -shonld be- responses from
students. faculty members, trustees. anti key community groups. Uses
of the ICI include: formulation of institutional policy: general deci-
sion guide for allocating resour«.s: short- and long-term planning:
institutional evaluation: and act otmtability (Peterson 1971. pp. 5-9).

Stirvevc of ru» a nl and former Alm-lents (And farultvPerhaps the
most frequently used method of gathering information about an exist-
ing curriculum is a specially designed survey of ct.rrent students. The
survey most useful to a curriculum committee focuses on graduating
seniors or students who have recently completed a lower-division or
gracluateevel curriculum.

Senior stn veYs have a number of advantages. For example, seniors
are betty! able to judge the N.:due of their' education toward the end
of their studies than they are able to do earher. Student surveys are
relatively easy and inexpensive to conduct. anti can often be designed
to evaluate multiple aspects of Ow curriculum, e.g. course, instructors,
and advising at the same.time. Student interviews, such as those con-
ducted at Rach life and I larva rd (Perry. 1968) also provide valuable
information. The Perry model is being used extensively at SUM'.
Stony. Brook. to evaluate new undergildtrate curricula.

Surveys of alumni obviously have the advantage of even greater dis-
tance and perspective cri a curriculum anti of its adequacy for subse-
quent personal and job-related activities. The most difficult aspect
of conducting surveys c >f alumni is acquiring and maintaining current
addresses for former students. In most cases a permanent address of
a parent or relative who can be counted on to forward mail is needed.
In some institutions. alumni associations have been helpful in provid-
ing addresses to ck tments wishing to contact former students. In
addition. former sitidents----especiaily those who are graduates of pro-
fessional,, vocal itMai. or graduate level programscan be located
through their place of employment if the school or department keeps
fairly good records crf the job placements of its graduates.

Altur -11 surveys have been used in veterinary medicine at the Uni-
versity of 1fint-r,ota, lvildlife science at Utah State, and architecture
anti social x%'cl' at the University of California, Berkeley. These
surveys focus ()I: 1. .st!.raduate satisfaction with various aspects of the
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curriculum change. On a In oad ler scale, t he Penn, vl van ia State De-
partment of Edit( ;Ilion system:16( ally -tsrvey% rei'cul re( ;piety, of ba-
calaureate degrees in ihc .1:itc to iletetwine their postgraduate activi-
ties and employment status.

In addition to serve. ink current students and alumni. other im-portant groups of students who should be considered are dropouts.students who transfer out of one major into another, and Nt mien Ts whoare admitted to a program but decline to matritilase. Studies of stu-dent attrition ;I le (-spec' i;1111 1111131()riani in cases where attrition is knownto be considerable or enrollments have sharply declined. Knowingwhy certain kinds of students have declined to matriculate or have lefta course of study can be helpfdd not only in deciding whether a revised ctirrictilum is needed, but in determining what the new curricu-lum should be. For example. an ititutional self-stud at SLTNY.
Stony Brook. focused on the fa( t that in recent years two out of threestudents accepted at Stony Brook declined to matriculate.

At the University of California. Santa Barbara. the mathematicsfacility was con«-rned about the substantial decline in upper-divisionmath courses during a period in 1%.hich dramatic increases in lower-division math courses had occAirt-cd. 'They concluded that students
who might have become mash majors were tither selecting other fieldsor were leaving the Santa Barbara campus. Survey data were gathered
from former majors who had switched to other fields, and this infor-mation was tisd in redesigning the mathematics curriculum.

In addition to stu- ,ing studetts. many departments find it-usefulto survey thei fau' N%-ell. At I'm') State University. faculty mem-bers, current students. and alumni in civil and environmental en-gineering and in wildlife science and range mana!-Lemens were askedto rate their respective curricula on a number of dimensions. In each
department. faculty members tended to be more critical of the de-
partment's performance than were .-ither current students or altmmi.Addling facult% perspectives to those of students and alumni can con-siderably :.--nrich the data-base .or curriculum reform.

.4 cad,- m 1»...%__;)-(1771 Yr74171.-Although there have been exceptions.in the past most program and accreditation l'eVieWs have not beeneither very rigorous or vry systematic. Unless the department or col-lege has engaged in on-going curriculum evaluation or has undertaken
a self-study in preparation for the review, the rcview committee isfaced with the task of gat het ing whatever information it can andseldom has the time or resources to comitRA surveys. analyze tran-scripts, or undertake other systematic ( ttrriculurn evaluation projects.
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In recent years. howevel, A nurnber of universities have developed
more systematic- guidelines for academic program reviews. These in-
clude the Universities of CaliforniaBerkeley: NebraskaLincoln:
Illinois-- -Urbana-Champaign: and Western Michigan University. Al-
though program reviews, like institutional self-studies and accredita-
tion reviews. cover a greet mans areas of academic functioning. OWN'
(10 devote some effort to evaluating the curriculum.

At the University of Illinois. UrbanaChampaign campus, the review
includes a detailed depar tmental self-study. As part of the self-study
procedure..factilty members are requested to complete questionnaires-
about their profesional accomplishments and departmental status:
descriptive information is gathered about course loads, instructional
costs. and enrollments: and students arc asked to complete the Pro-
gram Evaluation Sot e' (l'ES). a campus-wide questionnaire that asks
for student opinions on the quality of instruction and advising, the
variety of courses offered. and other aspects of the curriculum and de-
partmental functioning. The use of a single questionnaire. the PES,
across all departments A 110Ws comparisons to be made between similar
curricula as well as between an old and a new version of the same
curriculum at two different time 7-

A csessin,c. the Veer/ for ez :Vele Cu
The sil:cond approach to gathe

a new or revised cur ric ttlttrn i

-needs assessment." NV have a r
assessment from that of eval
as Stufflebcam (1977. p_ 8) h:. -

most often are CM ph))cd for l
purposes. and almost ',ever to A-,
outcomes."

It is important to note that "needs assessment is not a single tech-
nique. Indeed, Mil Us y of the techniques we have just discussed, e.g.,
analysis of transcripts. CCM prchcnsive examinations. student surveys
and institutional self-stt:dies. can be .-onsidered as important measures

4

. mation about the need for
y referred to generically as
parated a discussion of needs

Olt xisting curriculum, because,
ot. "needs assessment studies

.liagnosis and public relations
assessing the merit of observed

of "need" in deciding whether a curriculum
In addition to information that icvcals the

of existing curricula. it is often necessark. (or
to obtain other 'duds of infonnation about

should be revised.
strengths and weaknesses
at least highly desirable)
the "need" or potential

market for a proposd c cirri( ulurn This kind of information is diffi-
cult to interpret, howeNer, because there are 1I/IpOrt:Int differences be-
tween "needs" and "wants," on the one hand. and "needs" and "de-
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mand- on the other. Their almost alwas n const it item to be found
if) 11111j1()14 ir)1 a 111'W clIITi1 111111M hiC it itl ,":tter conservation, generalstudies, paraps.4 TI/at is not to -ay that thereis re..urily a so( ictai "drill:1114r. for site programs or an in-titutional
"need- to irrovide them. Nor is it lie( es arils the case that there will
hr static ient "demand.' in terms of enrollnivnts or in terros of jobs for
the graduates of sus h progi anis (Wood :11)41 'Wilson 197f)). Needsassessment stndirs, ii thY are to hr helpful in making rational and
ost-ffec rive dc isions. should go be\ ond surveNing student wants or
dsires. ;Ind e\Thlii) i()11 of tirc.rams that Might be com-petitors and a)) analsis of the po.ential job market for graduates ofthe proposed new curriculum.

Increasingly. more s. sterna i( ne:1% assessment st tidies are being
requested by stair posteconclai% onimissions in recommending or ap-proving new curricula proposed by public «)11c..ges and universities.For example. t Delaware Postst«mdary Commission conducted a
Survey of C;e-rwrtrIln!zir,i1 Olfcrint;%. Pingrum.. and .4( tiviiirs in 1971i.in order to ass,s the -wisdom of .rihlishing a training consortium inthe field of gerontologv.- Similarly. with the aid of a grant from the
Lilly Folinclation. thr Indiana College-Level Manpower Study has
produced studies of the demand for le al assistants. and the LouisianaBoard of Regents has conclut red studies of the supply and demandfor lawyers and the fra ibili,Y of establishing a regional school ofoptometry. Iii Califon) t he Postsecondary Education Commission
undertook a study to deteimine whether education in veterinary medi-,,rine should he expanded. Indit a tot s the Commission chose to examine
included: student.. demand for veterinary cducaion. statewide andregional nerd for ad:litional veterinarians, and the need for certain
specialists.

Belot." dvelopin4, :-i new Master, of Social Welfare program. theUniversity of Rhode Island examined humor) service needs in the
state, perceptions of hti:nan service workers. projections of humanservice needs of tl American NVI)lker. and alternative models for .0-cia/ welfare programs.. At California State 'University. San Francisco,faculty members contemplating a new undergraduate program in
Labor Studies contacted CI ymmtmitv college students in a labor studies
program to gauge their interest in a four-Year degree program. They
also examined the curric Ida of other labor studies progams and sur-veyed union members and leaders to determine demand for the pro-
gram .

Needs assessment studies of this kind are -oecoming- more important
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in making di isions lie tt%een ne%v and eisting r tit ric tila in the alloca-
tion of .car( re sotit es in the l'f74). and ate likely to continue into

19800. kn elaborate "[:fees klist fr,t Design int; Needs Assessment
Studies- has been deveIo1R hs tii tifilehearn 0977).
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Curriculum Design

Once it has been deteurn int.' I that a new or revised curriculum is
desirable, there ate a number (if ways of approaching the question.
What should the TICW (urriculum look like? If the decision to de-
velop a new curriculum was prompted by deficiencies in the existing
curriculum, information about those deficiencies will no doubt play
an important role in the design. Similarly. if data on the needs of
students or employers have been gathered, that information may sug-
gest new directions or components for the curriculum. Regardless of
whether the decision to de-ign a new curriculum has been preceded
by formal evaluation or needs assessment activities, there still remains
the task of defining the purpo.es, content, and structure_ of the new
curriculum. Several was of approaching that task arc discussed in
this section: exploring curric ultim options: researching curriculum
goals: .agreeing on curriculum goals: and defining the "ideal" cur-
riculum.

Some approaches will no doubt appear more compelling than others.
Even if all four approaches ate followed, they need not he done in the
order in which they appear here. For example. a curriculum committee
that is certain to l e divided on goals and objectives, or convinced that
goal setting is a naive or useless task. might find discussions of the
"'ideal" curriculum or an exploration of curricular options a better
way to begin the design process.

Exploring Curie-lawn Optirms
If a facuPy committee agrees that a new curriculum is needed, but

is divided or unsure as to what the new curriculum should look like.
exploring cut riculum options might he a good way to begin. Although
many v.-riters have deplored the increasing homogeneity of college
curricula, in fact, looking to see what other institutions have done is
not only the most common. but perhaps the most common-sense ap-
proach to curriculum design. Exploring the literature for typologies
and models of curricula can also help to stimulate the design process.

The educational preparation of college teachers is devoted almost
exclusively to the content and methods of inquiry of a discipline.
Graduate education rarely includes knowledge of the goals. curricu-
lum models, or history of undergraduate education. Nor does it pro-
vide instruction in c:Arriculum of course design, learning theory or
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TTlerlitHIN. of irltt tit tion. pIII11411C1 %Val. s of assessing student. per-
fotniame. !Fin, !4/1/1% 411 a 4a rrii 411(1111 4,11- (11r1t, VValtiatiOn.

cirrric tllllrtl development committee can function as a faculty de-
velopment < outwit tee as well. hi 1114 1)1 ti( t."0. 4)1 making decisions about
a c let tit tlltirtl, . committee l .111 educate itsell about options in curricu-
lar struc tut es. j,tit poses. and formats.

Ideas about. perssilile 4 till i( ttltttrl designs can )R explored from many
sources. The billowing list. which is adapted and expanded from one
use in the clesi.zn of a music tIllitation curricrilum at Syracuse Uni-
versity bv Fick:norm and Lee (1 976). may he a helpful guide for ex-
ploring Clitrit tli:11- (p1 Lit ger curriculum coamittee could
divide up the task with two member taking responsibility for
assembling. analy/i!)g. .it.. .imiti/ing good ideas from each of the
sources thought to be ;pot( -.illy useful to the group.

(1) Analsre c urrent text fro4,ks in the subject field(s) to identify major
concepts and ways ()f organiting knowledge.

(2) Go thicnigh several sears of major journals for articles devoted
to teaching in the discipline and identify promising new curricular
approac hs. In( rasingh. Mist iplins are generating entire join nals de-
voted to problems of teaching. Journals in related fields can also be a
source of good ideas. Teaching Political Science. Teaching So-
czologr. and Tem-h!'atz ,f holo44-v contain articles of potential inter-
est to any of the social scicnces or professional schools that have a
social scicrice ctlrllporlerlC. lost of these journals are indexed in the
ERIC monthly Whliographies journal Curient Index to Journals in
Education.

(3) Obtain hack issues of newsletters relating to teaching improve:-
ment. liprio% to the ac nit :. produced by the Center for Research
on Teaching and Learning :it the University of Michigan is one of
the oldest and the best of the newsletters.

(4) Analyze research in the field as reported in the major scholarly
and disciplinar:. journals to identify recent development., and con-
temporary ideas.

(5) Review researc h related to teac !ring in the discipline. as rcperted
in DiNkertatiii

(fi) Contact 131rOriN knowlelfgeahle about etirriculum design in the
area.

(7) Anak/t guidelines su-gested hy accreditation agencies or pro-
fessional licensing but carts. whet c appropriate.

(8) slave% and stud\ similar- program-, at other colleges and univer-
sities.



0)11*-14 t '411%v:int ti4 hit ions 10 %er if they havep)iotlit, 141 a tit t it 111.1i gi isikh ties 1)1 MAW!' I:11s.
101 hill./ VitW inkt!'1)t i.11 CtIlpli)NCI's, 4 .11 unr placement couns'elors. and

examine t he ell it i tense:it s of sek evant graduate and professionaltit hools.
(1 l) Talk with prat !icing members of the profession or those Whosework make, use of the dist ipline ui sec what competence. are most

trieCtled .11141 rti(t to(1.
(12) .1).11 /e atiel g. ir lie .i/e (Lila 11-1)111 lacititV and student starves's,or other info' [station I....filleted a, past of a needs assessment or evaltta-tion of Ilse existing (tit t sc 'slum.
(13) Lot ate repot ts eel airsriat rs from private arid government foun-dations for similar curs i( islutst proj( ts. The Chrotirle of HighrrEthrt atimr. Ihr .Si .111:11 reports of foundations. liFIt' .Vert,%. and manyother newsletters and foundation directories can provide leads. IfYour institution has a development office, an office of contracts and

grants. or a I e.it itin1Z ofh( e. their staff members ran oftenprovide assiAan( (. Libra; ians. too. can he helpful in providing youwith information :Wow fo,Indations.
(1 I) Review niculls tspolugies proposed by leading curriculumtheorists. leitning theorists. or philosophers and students of highereducation This last rour« an he especially fruitful for those in-volved it de signing us revi-ing gener al education and liberal artscurricula itt the undergraduate level.

ClIrrir71111177 Gelrat
Faculty (()Trittlitt kdr1.11yrdinf, to st r44-3:11 for a new or revisedcurriculum, frequent!' complain t hat t he process is time-consuming.

counter-prodm rive. and unrewarding intellectually. Yet answers toquestions about N%hat one expe( ts to act OM pl i-.11 with a new curriculumare important fur several seasons. Specifinir., curriculum goals ensuresthat the desizn provides 'students with sufficient opportunities toacquire the nee e.arY an .1 delis :111:e knowledge and skills associatedwith a field. A c lear ,talmnt of goals and objectives2 also provides
2 It.t- emploN the between "goats" and "objectives" outlined bthe F.Ir.rfotPro'i.-7 of Frfrtrafrom r..a:rdation CInderson. Ball. and Nturph 1976. p.179 grw 71c are iiirirmise epttrcomc s phrawd in g.erteral or global terms: nbjertivesarc narpler and of .horter ransz than goals. tpicaIl referring to statementsof stude!it 7-1-eha iors: nacasnrahle terms the levelof performance expec red of a student Engli..11 translation of a 3M-wordselection from a short so r. hv a nineteenth rentnri. French writer with no fewerthan two errors . and the cinditiem4. render 10, ic !I the performance is to occur:e.g.. in the (1.1..roolii, ii..!hotit dictionar. within 4-1:14: hour'.



the (lc-signet itli vcr all conceptual flatric.work for identifying
implttalit gaps and ineffic itit cr.c.1 laps in content stating goals and
()hi( ti c for the I lilt idiom lets students lotw what to e' pee to 41
111;11 O% 4.111 111.114 1114114' 1111411 111411 4 111 1 it 11111111 414'4 1%14)11 (It 1111V11 OWn.

n1,)11( 1114.4 :11)1) :4'1(11? 11 1111.%, man% lac tilts members feel that srt-
ting goals and carte( ti.. is of qiirstiotrale value: the. believe ..trch
activities itthiirit treati.it. and debase education 1)% teclucing it to a
set crf masiltairle far ts and low !eye' I ()gni skills. It is not essential
to etablish /I I(( r 1VC% l I 1111 4)1 1)4.11.114' goalsetting in a
.n( 4.4111 c 11I t 11111 1141,411 efit11 t. )11.1%i%( 4)114-C111 Wit 11 nie:111rall1f
Oh ti .'( c art lic. I ()intuit ted and diligent of fac ult
committees do,: out taint- Nil' oN1 111114' 144r C111-1 14-111111n design.

Disc ussions cI c lit r It idat goals anti objectives inevitably involve
diagieT7ilt. a1)41111 11114141 in(, 441114 1.4)/1,1 I philosophies. The cur-
riculum i. indeed. the battlefield at the heart of the institution." as

(1969 p. xx) h.' Few issues are battled as ferociously
as the c cirri( 11111 n1. In general. most goal-setting sessions fail not be-
cause discussion of requisite student knowledge and skills becomes
intellectual!. tepid and ..tale, but becaitsc" the participants are not able
to T'V01 VC sharp differences in philcr-ophics .bone the purposes of edu-
cation and the dir4 tirm, of clic iplinalY

Despite did known pitfalls. it is imp)! tant for a faculty curriculum
committee to wrole with questions of goals and- objectives at some
point in their curric uharn planning deliberations. It need notand
often should not --be the lust step. Furtheimore. xiten the time does
come to etablis.,1 gcials and objectives. the process can be made a good
deal more amiable and prodric five it certain resources are consulted or
goal-setting techniques ate mploed.

Bookk em fir: and 1 ,1 1Ci-t (lebilte about the
irnpoi tante of ()hi( til..c.....1c-hat lc)rn1 1114V should take. and liox specific
these should be. has genraril a ..lbstantial technical literature on pro--
cecicires for clevloping and writing* object ive,. Robert Mager has
written two short books in a lively. informal style that guide one
through the process-. r;0,11 (1972) and Pre/)rr) 14')%tritrtional
Oh R., (19)>2 114)th 1)(),k, and employ a pro-
w:mimed approac h. .krthur Cohen. in Obiertizr; for Col-

(1970t. follov.. pr()grainmed foimat. but deals
spcific:ill% with yoa:. and objec rives tor. postsecondary education.
-flies e hooks ()Uh ..()01(1 4111(.111;11 11)1 1'4 )41/1CtiOn to the techniques

writin", cdut Atitmal (,1)ico. tivc.. but dc) 114)1 pt!.)vitlf.. much guidance
for deciding what obit( tis.e. to include.
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Taxonomies of educational objectivesAt a higher conceptual level,but still not specific to the content of any particular field of study,.taxonomies have been developed that describe and classify educationalobjectives into three major domains: rognitive (Bloom et al. 1956);affective (Krathwohl. Bloom. and Nfasia 1964); and psychomotor (Har-row 1972). These taxonomies represent sets of goals per se, as well asconceptual frameworks for establishing the specific goals and objectivesof a given curriculum. Each_ domain is divided into several broadeducational objectives that are hypothesized to be hierarchical innature: that the least complex behavior occurs at the lowest' level,and irs achievement is pre-umed to be necessary for successful achieve-ment at the next highest level in the domain. The major edu-cational objectives of the cognitive domain include: Knowledge, Com-prehension. Application, Analy.sis, Svuthesis. and Evaluation.Familiarity with the taxonomies early in a curriculum developmentproject can be helpful in alerting faculty to a wide range of po.siblecognitive. affective. and (in a more limited set of circumstances)psychomotor goals and objectives. As the new curriculum evolves, thetaxonomies can also serve as useful references for checking to see thatadequate emphzt..is is being given to all of the objectives that wereagreed to, and for developing quizzes. examinations. and other pro-cedures for assessing how well students arc achieving those goals.The Taxonomy of Educational Objectives is not without its critics.Dressel (1976'). for example, has criticized the stparation of the cogni-tive from the affective domain, arguing that values underlie the selec-tion of knowledge both by the learner (what the student selects toremember) and by the teacher (what he or she chooses to present andto empliTisize). Heywood (1976. p. 165) has unfavorably contrasted theTaionomv with the implicit taxonomies of instructional objectivesfound in certain works within each discipline or field.
It is. in my view. much better to use the language (manner of thinking)of the subject than to impose the arbitrary divisions of the Taxonomy,for the teacher's intellectual and emotional comn.ment is to the termi-nolog% and literature (what has been said from time to time) of thatlanguage.
It is difficult to imagine a Taynnomy of Medical Education which wouldnot have diagnosis as a main title. . Equally. it is difficult to imaginea Taxonomy of English Literature which would not include creativity, orfluency, or originality.

Examination of the existing currirulumA statement of goals andobjectives frequently can be derived by working backward from the
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existing curriculum. This approach involves a careful examination of
current course syllabi and reading lists, lecture notes, handouts, and
audiovisual materials. It can be augmented by interviews or surveys
of individual faculty members about the knowledge and skills covered
in their courses.

Although time-consuming, such a study can illuminate areas of
strength and weakness. omission and redundancy, as well as provide
an overall sense of how well existing courses are being articulated into
a coherent whole.

The engineering faculty at UCLA used this approach to identify
major concepts in all relevant engineering, mathematics, chemistry,
and physics courses (Lancaster 1974, pp. 272-285). They developed
ten major heading.,: principle. laze, precept, concept, definition, anal-
ysis or synthesis, skills, tool, facinal data, and application. For each
course taken by engineering students, they recorded exactly what was
covered under each of the ten headings. Fr Om this analysis they real-
ized that the courses were not balanced in difficulty. Some courses
consisted mainly of facts, others mainly of concepts. Some had no
application, others incorporated few precepts, laws, or principles.

ft was evident some fundamental ideas and basic principles were being
taught too late, while the freshman sear had sonic principles that were
too difficult. Hooke's Law was taught seven times as though it had never
been taught berore (Lancaster 1971. p. 278).

This approach provided the engineering faculty with good detailed
information on what the unstated goals and emphases of the curricu-
lum had been and gave them a clearer sense of direction for making
subsequent curriculum revisions.

At a more global level, an institutional self-study at SUNY, Stony
Brook, which had revealed a widespread mismatch in faculty and stu-
dent expectations of one another, was used to design a set of new
unclergrr.-.:tiate curricula. These curricula are called Federated Learn-
ing Communities (FI.Cs) because they fede, ate already existing courses
in a thematic and interdisciplinary way. In correspondence between
the project director, Patrick Hill, and the head of the Curriculum. -

Committee, the responst_ of the FLC curricula is set forth.

The FLC project addresses the major problems identified -in Stony Brook's
Self-Study ref Undergwaduate Education: the incoherence. fragmentation.
and atomization of the modern curriculum__ zrs-well as the impersonality
and remoteness of large educational _institutions. The mechanisms em-
ployed by FLC arc novel, inieszratioe, bridging, and adz icing structures.
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Integration is achieved through federating related courses from
different disciplines. Bridging is accomplished through a "Master
Learner," who is a tenured faculty member relatively inexpert in the
subject matter of the FI.C. The Master Learner acts as a "model"
student for the other students, a discussion I,:ader, and an internal
evaluator and liaison between faculty mcm;sers and students in the
program. Advising is alsobuilt in as part of the student's independent
study project toward the end of die p.ogram. FLCs already imple-
mented or undergoing development include one on World Hunger
that involves faculty members from biology, economics. philosophy,
English. poliacal science. and sociology.

Goals developed by disciplinary alssociationsA few disciplinary and
proles iJnal associations have set up task forces to develop goals and
objectives for their subject fields. These can be especially useful re-
sources in the design of a new curriculum in the same field, but they
can also serve as models for stimulatiing faculty members to think about
analogous goals and objectives in tither subject fields.

For example, the Mathematics Association of America has described
in detail what courses should be offered and in what sequence, as well
as the topics that should be covered within each course. This is, of
course, much easier to do in a highly structured and codified discipline
like mathematics than in less structured fields. The American Physio-
logical Society has compiled a booklet. "Educational Objectives in
Physiology." which lists topics commonly included in a physiology
curriculum, based on a ..et of objectives developed at the University
of Arahus in Denmark. Similarly, 111(..- European Community Biologists
Association has identified skills. topics, and attitudes for postsecondary
biology curricula, based on a -survey of current' curricular practices at
major European universities.

Several disciplinary associations have collected or developed-a range
of curricular aids. The American Sociological Association has com-
piled bibliographies, reports. teaching tips, course syllabi, and other
materials related to the sociology curriculum. The American Associa-
tion of Physics Teachers is preparing instructional modules for in-
troductory physics courses_ A similar task is being undertaken by the
Undergraduate NIatherna tics and Its Applications Project, funded by
the National Science Foundation. This project's charge is to develop
modular instructional materials addressed to urklergraduate students
in science, technology, and engineering.

In the humanities. the Modern Language Association has recently
published, "Options for Teaching English: The Undergraduate Cur-
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riculttrn.- based on a slit vey of 23 departments of English. This report
offers ideas for curriculum improvements and descriptions of several
programs.

Agreeing on Curriculum Goals
Delphi icehniqurThe Delphi Technique lends itself well to use

by faculty members in establishing the goals and objectives of a new
or revised curric tdum. DvIphi was created by the RAND Corporation
to forecast /et Imological developments. which accounts for its oracular
['attic. The technique. described by Delbecq. Van de Ven, and Gustaf-
son (1975. pp. 10-11). does not require committee members to meet
face-to-face. Rather, individuals are surveed about priorities, goals,
and objectives by means of a questionnaire that is mailed to them for
completion in private. The results arc then summarized by an independent or neutral part, who feeds the informth.ion back to the
participants. On the basis of the sunnnarized information, individuals
are again given the opportunity to revise their own curriculum
priorities a second questionnaire. This new information is sum-
marized once mort and led back to the participants. The number ofiterations is not fixed. but depends on the complexity of the topic,
the extent of disagreement. and the importance of reaching reasonable
consensus.

The particular advantages of the Delphi Technique are. that it
minimizes the biasing effects of dominant individuals and the amount
of irrelevant eommunication. Each faculty member contributes freely
and independently to the original statement of goals; yet, at a later
stage, is able to benefit from the contributions of his or her colleagues
in setting priorities among the objectives put forth by the entire group.
It has been found that reg-ard!ess of how divergent the original posi-tions. opinions tend to converge and synthesize when this technique
is used.

Faculty members in the School of Behavioral and Social Sciences
at California State University, San Francisco have used Delphi to deter-
mine objectives for the undergraduate major in political science, as
part of-a Major .\ssessment Profile, or MAP Project. MAP is an intra-
muralfy funded effort to design a collection of test instruments for the
periodic measurement of learning outcomes in the political science
major. Using Delphi, facult), members and other political science
experts were surveyed twice and produced a rank order of instruc-
tional objectives. Another of MA.P's outcomes is the Political Science
Concept Inventory. a universe of over 21.000 political science concepts
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or terms grouped into three categories: terms students should knowwell: terms students should be aware of: and terms students need notknow.
Nominftl group techniqueLike the Delphi process, the NominalGroup Technique (Nc.--r) is a formal way of achieving con-ensus ona difficult or controversial topic. Unlike Delphi. however. NGT in-volves a structured, face-to-face meeting of the faculty. Briefly, itoperates like this: The meeting begins with individuals writing downcurricular goals that are then presented in round-robin fashion. onegoal at a time, and recorded on a board. At this point there is nodictission of goal'. only the recording of individual ideas. The listingcontinues until all members indicate they have nothing further tocontribute. Goals are then discussed. one at a time, in order to clarify.elaborate. and gauge support. Finally, independent voting takes place.with each individual ranking or rating the goals privately. The groupdecision is the mathematically pooled outcome of individual votes(See De lbeq. Van de Ven. and Gustafson 1975. for details).This procedure is effective in making evervone's views known, notjust the most outspoken in a group. It bas the further advantage offocusing discussion on a single issue at a time, and reducing extrane-ous debate and discussion. While obvionly matters of curriculum aretoo complex t--) address. in a short space of time. and too important tobe decided bv vote, a curriculum development committee /right findvariations on the Nominal Group Technique useful for bringingspecific curricular issues to other groups of faculty members !--et as tobroaden the pool of id sets and the base of support .for priority goalsand objectives.

Dectkion-theorrtie op/n ouchThis relative v new approach to groupdecision-making consi,ls of complex aggreg. !ions of value deciions.
using Bayesian statistics and utiliiv -.heory %awards, Guttenag. andSnapper 19751. Briefly. the procedure inx-61yes the following steps:ranking goals in order of import:once: estimating the relative distancebetween goals: mathematic-ally converting the distances into prob-abilities: calculating utilities according to a mathematical formula:and making (recisions about which utilities to maximize. This ap-proach is quite technical_ has not Net been widely used. and is not forthe mathematically shy or the faint of heart. Jr is included here be-cause it represents a way of qiirilltifying a subjective process and mightbe attractive to I.:lenity members in science :lepartmcnts.Divide and ronquerAnother group discussion approach to estab-lishing goals and objectives for a department was employed at McGill
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University (Pascal and Relic' 1973). Their approach. which they term
"divide and conquer.- involvcs several small groups of faculty in short
workshops. Each group generates a list of goals and objectives (in
terms of both student and to idiot behaviors) for the portion of the
curriculum for which they have responsibility. The lists are then com-
bined and circulated for comment by all members of the department.
The combined list, including nlen is. is then brought to a meeting
of the total faculty for discussion. Our purpose of the approach is to
use the goals :md object ives for evaluating discrepancies between
course descriptions and course intent.

Defining the Ideal Curriculum
One way of approaching curriculum design is to define the "ideal"

curriculum. mi., approach en,-ourages faculty members to fantasize
about what their curriculum would look like if there were no con-
straints of time or MOrICV, student abilities and motivation, faculty
expertise and c mum itMent. ply\ ical facilities or political support. The
chief purpose of this approach is to release the creative energies of
the faculty. and :o broaden the discussion from what is known and safe
to questions of "What if . Fickmann and Lee (1976, p. 11) de-,
scribe this approach. which they -have used with faculty members at
Syracuse.

Limiting the component clestgn to an existing view of what is possible
probably will result in a new prog,ra in that merely rearranges the previous
one. Developing an ideal design serves several functions: first. it opens
the taint! to new and exciting possibilities of what may be offered; sec-
ond. it shows that ruanx of flu- traditional I es! aims ate unnecessary and
in some instances only part of the designer's imagination.

Questions that a discussion of the ideal curriculum might address
include:

(1) Who would the curriculum be for? (A conceptualization of the
ideal student before, during, and after exposure to the curriculum.)

(2) What would be included in the content of the new curriculum?
(Key concepts. core courses. themes. electives. requirements, etc.)

(3) Flow would the curriculum be or,c,}ani/ed and integrated? (Blocks
of time, 7110d t Ile.. intensive courses. year-long courses, articulpt;on and
sequencing problems, etc.)

(4) Who would teach the curriculum? (Characteristics and expertise
of faculty members. use of teaching assistants, working professionals
or community leaders, etc.)
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(5) How would the currictihml be tau!ibt? (Lecitire-diecusion,audio-tutorial. self-paced/mastery-learning. (:Ar. television. film, or
multi-media, etc.)

(6) What would he the overall philo,ophical jusztification for the
curriculum design? (Use of curricular models, learning theories, re-search on teaching and learning. etc.)

Analysis of the key elements of the ideal curriculum and the various"real world" constraints can resuir in an "optimal" curriculum thatmay include more innovative and promising features than it wouldhave if the constraints had been considered alore_ The chief problemwith the ideal curriculum approach seems to 'De the initial hesitancyof faculty members to spend time in creative supposiion beforekntukling down to the task of designing the "optimal" curriculum.Like the other tlesin techniques we describe. the ideal curriculumapproach will be attractive ro some faculty members and an anathemato others. Faculty members who are interested in the ideal approachmay find some of the exercises de,cribed by licrgcluist and Phillips(1977, pp. 12=1-15 l)---especially their "Dial-a-Course- exerciseuseful
was to begin a discussion of the ideal curriculum.

Considering, conctraints on the ideal rmiirularnWhether or notone begins with a discUssion of the "ideal" curriculum, identifying-the constraints affecting a curriculum is a necessary component of arealistic or "optimal.' design CY course, many factors beyond thecontrol of curriculum developers affect the curriculum design,and these will vary i 1DM 111'411[1110r to institution. Certain constraints,however, are common across colleges and universities, and their impacton the curriculum should be explored and modifica'ions A/lade eitherin the curriculum design or in the institutional constraints placed onit. Some of the more common constraints include:
(1) The relationship of the proposed curriculum to the missionand priorities of the inslitution as a whole. How well will the newor revised curriculum interface with those of other departments?

With general education requirements?
(2) Financial re-ources available for developing, implementing,

and operating the proposed curriculum. If the new curriculum willtake money to implement, what resources might be tapped?
(3) Existing facilities. Will there be adequate classroom space, li-brary holdings, access to computers. access to video and other media-viewing facilities?
(4) Faculty expertise. interests. and commitment. Will it be pos-
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sible to reassign faculty to teach the new curriculum or will new
positions be required? Is adding FIT. feasible? Does the curriculum
depend on revolving faculty assignments? How many faculty mem-
bers are interested in participzit;ng?

(3) Student characteristics. What are the interest.. abilities, prior
preparation levels. career or educational plans of potential students?
Holy much time will potential students be likely to devote to the
curriculum.? Do they work? Do they commute?

(6) Enrollment patterns in similar programs and departments. Is
there likely to be duplication or overlap with other program offerings
on campus? Have those departments been consulted? Are they likely
to have experiences to share?

(7) The amount of time faculty members have available for the
design and implepient:ttion of the progii,m. Is release-time required?
Feasible? What is the target date for implementing the new cur-
riculum?

(8) Articulation with high schools and community colleges. Does
the new curriculum presuppose that students have requisite knowl-
edge and skills? Is it likely to duplicate course work of transfer stu-
dents?

(0) The political atmosphere of the campus. Is there a commit-
_ ment to suppoz t the new curriculum on the part of administrators?
What are the views of senior faculty members in the departments?
IN,"hat key academic senate committees will have to approve the new
curriculum? Have they been consulted?

(10) Cost-benefit Or value-added aspects of the new curriculum. Will
the nature and magnitude of change in student learning be worth
the level of resources expended in desif.,ning and implemerring the
nexv curriculum? What will be the opportunity cost-, for students?
What ate likely to be the trade -nits and pay-offs of the new curriculum
when compared to the existing curriculum?

Defining- the optimal rarriculumAt this point a faculty com-
mittee begins to work at ac hieving the best fit between an "ideal"
curriculum and the constraints placed on it. Perhaps decisions are
made to use certain course offerings in other departments. rather
than to build the new curriculum from scratch, or to borrow and
modify curricular materials from other institutions rather than de-
velop them locally. Prerequisites may be modified in light of the
realitti of student abiliti.s or changes might be made in t.ertain in-
stitutional constraints---Ior example. to allow courses to be offered for
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variable credit. Or, in the absence of sufficient local resources, con-
sovium arrangements might be worked out that allow students to
take some components of the new curriculum at a neighboring in-
stitution.
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Curriculum Implementation

Anticipating and Overcoming Resistance
We have described some of the obstacles to curriculum change andsome of tly.: pressures and opportunities for change. Ironically, manyof the saiie factors that under one set of circumstances act as bar-riers to curricular change can and do operate as forces for changeunder a different set of conditions. Faculty members are often citedas the principal obstacles to change; yet faculty members can and doinitiate major curricular reforms. Clearly, we know very little aboutthe particular combination of circumstances that lead one group offaculty to successfully undertake a major curriculum revision andanother group to continue to "make do," long after their curriculumhas lost any semblance of coherence. Unfortunately, the extensiveliterature on change has not been well integrated with that on cur-riculurn.

Theories and empirical findings about institutional change aremost relevant to the implementation stage of a curriculum designproject, and strategies for implementation should be carefully plannedin advance. As the Carnegie Foundation (1977, p. 16) has stated it:"Curriculum reform of significance requires overall thought butpiecemeal action; overall action tends to lead to overall resistance."While many theorists and consultants have offered recipes, tips, andtechniques for implementing change, it should be recognized thatwhat, are termed "practical difficulties" are in reality complex humanphenomena. Nevertheless. some cautionary notes t'iat incorporategeneral principles and findings about change can be helpful as achecklist for planning the implementation of a new or revised cur-riculuinf
Watson (1961, pp. 469-497) has succinctly summarized some of theprinciples for overcoming resistance to change. We have taken theliberty of paraphrasing those as they might relate to a curriculum de-velopment project.
Resistance to change will be less if:
(1) the faculty feel that the curriculum design or evaluation projectis their own, not one solely devised or imposed by a small group or byoutsiders.
(2) the project has the clear support of top administrators.
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(3) the faculty see the new or revised curriculum as reducing rather
than increasing their present burdens.

(4) the project accords with values and ideals of the faculty.
(5) the new curriculum offers the kind of new teaching experience

that interests the faculty.
(6) the faculty feel that their autonomy and their security is not

threatened by the new curriculum.
(7) the faculty has joined in the diagnostic efforts that led to the

new curriculum and agree what the basic. problem is and feel its im-
portance.

(8) the curriculum proposal is adopted by consensual group deci-
sion.

(9) the proponents of the new curriculum are able to empathize
with opponents, recognize valid objections, and take steps to relieve
unnecessary fears.

(10) provision is made for feedback on the project and for further
clarification as needed.

(11) part:, ipat, -,-T)erience acceptance, support, trust, and con-
fidence s with one another.

(12) the project is kept open to revisions and reconsi I ex-
perience ipt!icates That changes would be desirable.

In general. thc!, principles can be thought of as reminders to in-
clude as many faculty members as possible in some consultative or
design role as early as possible. '.o th:t they come to feel that the
project is in some measure "theirs," or at least does not come to them
as a great surprise.

Lindquist (1977. pp. 152-153) has developed another useful check-
list for writing a curriculum proposal so that as many of the princi-
ples for overcoming resistance are incorporated into the document
itself. He calls this checklist. "Present:,tion Guidelines." It includes
such factors as the relative advantage of the proposed new curricu-
lum and IN compatibility with existing organizational structures, aca-
demic standards, and facilities. Under each presentation guideline,
he lists a set of questions that one might ask of the proposal. For
example. under the guideline, divisibility, he asks:

Do we have to accept the whole thing at once? A proposal which says.
here are the :things which must he dons light away, here arc desirable
things that should be adopted soon. and here arc next steps worth keep-
ing in mind, has a good chance if the essentials are not overwhelming
(p. 152)-
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Estalilishr7:: a Timetable for implementation
Bet ause d tarn is ti I urn changes require

E e cooperation of faculty
members. who tpicallv have heavy schedules and competing commit-ments for their time. an implementation plan should include a time-table that pinpoints individual responsibilities and estimated comple-ticin (Li C for various cur riCI211.1 development components. Thistimetable. wide' Y circulated. can kee-) everyone informed about theorder of occurrence of major activities.

-Two timetable manatzement strategies useiral for analysing. plan-ning. and scheduling the implementation process are PERT (Project
Evaluation and Review Technique-) and Critical Path Analysis. Al-though these techniques wert- originally- developed for the Office ofRtbsCarCli, they have found widespread application in bothbusiness and educ at ion. These time-management tools can be usefulin the design anti :::e ealtration stages of a project as well as in the
implementation phase.

C:ritical Path Anahsis and PERT follow a similar model, which_consists of breaking a project into its component parlis or activities,est i mat i tig the expected time to perform each activity, determining
which events are "critical." and graphically representing the subac-tivitics in terms of specific target dates. PERT, slightly more com-plex than the Critic al Path method, statistically treats the uncertainty
in activirN completion time by including estimates of the probability
of meeting spec ified scheduled dates at various stages in the project.

'These management methods have several advantages. At a glance,one can see how individual activities are related to the total projectand tasks need to he accomplished by what deadlines for theprojct to meet its target date. Although the timelines do take someeffort to develop. the more complex the project. the more likely it isthat these methods will be well worthwhile. Severa1 good descrip-
tions of how to devulop and use PERT and Critical Path Analysis
can be found in NVic.t :1 rid Levy (1969) and Wagner (1973).

The Critical Path method has been successfully used i)N the Uni-
t c-t-sitl, of Nellya,ka. Lincoln. to organize the schedule of events fortheir ann !la I reviews of academic departments. Important dates,major at tivitics. and key personnel involved in various tasks aredcseribed ,o that progress can be accurately monitored
and the review meet its schedule.

PERT is particularly- appropriate for projects whose :1( t ivities aresubject to tonsiderable uncut taintv about performance Ezni Wagnerdescribes a: illustrates how PERT. has been used in program plan-
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ning and implementation at FAlticatic)nal 'Testing Service.
dri additi,tri firm-management techniques. it is useful to

clev,:11,}r t)I1 111t4t:11(N 1)LtIl 1( )1 ;t ra I 12(_ 01 possible outc 011ie', during
tli, implerm.ntation phase_ 1:c..)r example. anticipating what will hap-

it .1 c nurse oiler in!2,- c.,1% e1 -.LI bscr i bed. undersubcri bed, or
(,)1/1},(,..d u,t ..tudetit, different from those who had been ex-
pected. crir minimirc a sense of crisis later cm. Of course, not all
problems can be antitipated. but the more spctil:!ion and planning
that occurs at thi> juncture. the more sraoothl the implementation
process will flow as it progresses.
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Curriculum Evaluation

That curriculum design and evaluation are closely- related processes
has been a recurring- theme of this monograph. E.:atm:16°n is most
useful if it is woven into the design process from the beginning. In
the section on Evaluation as Needs Assessment. we have shown how a
variety. of specific evaluation and needs assessment techniques can be
helpful in determining (1) whether a new curriculum is needed or
(2) whether an existing- curriculum needs to be revised. Heretofore,
most evaluations of existing curricula have followed a post-facto design
simply because little or no information was gathered on the initial
purposes of the curriculum. how it was implemented. or the char-
acteristics of the students entering the program as well as leaving it.
Ideally, of course, such evaluations would not be post facto at all, but
would include information gathered at se, oral stages of the curricu-
lum from its beginnings to its maturity.

Most evaluators make the distinction between f,;rmative and sum -
mat ive evaluation (Scriven 1967. pp. 10-13). "The purpose of forma-
tive evaluation is to help in making decisions about program modifi-
cation. usually by those actively involved in its design and implemen-
tation. Formative evaluation typically occurs at the early stages of
the curriculum. The purpose of summative eval!:ation is . to assess
the overall effectiveness of a curriculum so that decisions about con-
tinuation. expansion. institutionali/ation, or elimination can be made.
Surnmative evaluation is generally addressed to an external audience,
e.g., top administrators, funding agencieS. etc.. and is often conducted
in whole or in part by persons not directly itiolyed in the design and
implementation. Although sumrnative evaluation is typically re-
ported sometime after the curriculum has been implemented. at its
best, it bcrrins with the design process itself. As Stake (1976, p. 19)
characterises it. "when the cook tastes the soup. it is formative evalua-
tion. and when the guests taste the soup it is summative." The dis-
tinctions are r1c)t always clear, however, and as Scriven has noted,
good formative evaluation generally approximates summative evalua-
tion.

In this section we address is:LICS and methods involved in planning
and conducting evaluations that are built into a new curriculum
protect from its earliest design stages through its implementation and
maturity. Building evaluations into a c-Arriculum project produces
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.1 rnterh 1'10)(- (la tabase and nsttres more informed decisionmaking.YiNstrIllat ()Two.iing e% Lit 10n. as Collipal'utl to sporadic or piecemealefltuts. :teleh a wider aietv of questions and uses a wider range'if evaluation methods and information sources. Because it is builtinto the sstent. the evaluation is more flexible and adaptive, able tot change, in he curriculum design itself and the changing infor-mation needs of the designers and decisionmakers.
fluting the design phase of the project. evaluation plays the role ofp,oviditur Icedback on the ( trrtictrlunl (OM pOnetil ES as thus- are beingdexeloped and Warmed and on the design pr()CCSS itself. Pretesting1-i4 ni Urn Ctni:MICtlts oil :I sample of st r !crits or getting the judg--tiltits (If e(nt tc.Itt tit ttlt-Iric-tilt1111 (1Lsi2.11 es.perts are just twoyxamplcs.

arl% eY:iltiation of this kind allows appropriate modificatitons to he--rrm-rfrirr urricular materiak or instructional formats before the proi-
CC I is tort far alort- to Make sit bst tia 1 changes. This kind of forma-tive evaluation is ti-tialk conducted lit the designers themselves or byan evaluator who works closely with the design team.

Evaluation plays an important role in the implementation stage asfirst time the new curriculum is offered (in whole or inpart) can be thought if as a "field test.'' As in any field test, therea7- h4)tind 10 he problems. some of which will not have been antici-pated. For examplc% difficulties can arise over the appropriate levelof curricular materials, the number of students who can be accom--,Iodated. or with the amount of advising or tutoring required, or in-
t sttrdcnt access to library- holdings. audiovisual materials, or,i,iptiters. If possible. the first offering of a new curriculum shouldregarded as experimental and enrollments limited so that if in-,,trn( ti(mAl problems arise. thv can be handled on a one-to-one basisby the instructors.

Finally. evaluation plays an important role from the beginning ofthe first regular!, schedn offer lug of the curriculum to its maturity.In part. :1)T71e evaitt:ftion ,,trategies followed during the first few yearsof a new currictilia:',1 will also i)t- of a f"-)rmati,-e nature. that is theywill be designed to gather detailed information about he eft -ctivenessof xariotts aspects ;Ind comp,nents of the curriculum to allow furthermodifications in matriak. formats, prerequisites. advising. etc. Atthis -,tage of the turrictillim. however. evaluation also begins to ad-dress more sit n1711:111). c gtiestiozls about the overall quality and effec-tiveness ot the p:ogram. More formal pit:gest measures of studentknowledge. skills. and attitudes may be administered so that compari-sons (..! II be ntade <<IiIt posttests at a later time. At this point. too, the
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evaluation begins to focus on how well the curriculum is meeting
both its own stated goal, and the expectations of others and how it
compares with the rreiotts curriculum or with similar curricula
(+Jew! rere.

Empire: State College has developed procedures for the ongoing
evaluation of its academic program. Calle,. PFRC. which stands for
Program Effectiveness Related Costs. the system invol% among
other things. collecting a variety or data from stmlents at key points
in their educational careers. When students first enter the program.
they are given standardired tests (the F.TS Arca tests) and complete a
biograpnical inventory. At varicytis stages in their studies. students
complete questionnaires assessing their ducational objectives. re-
actions to the program. and overall satisfaction. Student documents
are subjected in content analsis to slippiCMCnt self-reported informa-
tion. Attrition surveys are administered to those 11.10 drop out of
the program to get information about both the posit. -c and the nega-
tive effects of the program. At graduation students complete a ques-
tionnaire that assesses their reactions to the program and the extent to
which they ac h 'levet! their own educational goals and objectives.
\nother series of -tanclarclized tests and a personal interview are
also part of the graduation year. "Then. two or more years after
graduation. alumni are surveyed regarding their activities and their
retrospective judgnints about the prog-r;:m overall. Copies of the
instruments used at each stage atid a detailed discussion of how
the data arc ana!vted can be found in the PE.RC Handbook (Pa lola
et al. 1977).

Another comprehensive. set of evaluation procedures is being used
in the evaluation of Inteflex at the I 'niversit- of Michigan. This pro-
gram offers a combined undergraduate and medical degree in six
years. The evaluatitin includes several surveys administered prior to
a student's enrollment rue Omnih-is Personality Inventor and ques-
tioPnaires about -;Indents goals and expectations) and st-melarclized
tests and additi-nal veNs at the end of each of the six Years of
study. Finally. ,IJIV-E113 NI tidies after graduation complete the evalua-
tion process.

Sound. useful evaluation does not follow a formula. It is not a
matter of following a series of 1,1c-determined steps or routinely
gathrirr. and artakiing data. Evaluation. like curri(-trItim. is not a
unizarN ecr_rtept: it is a duster of ac tivitis undertaken to jiu:ge the
worth or merit of .-orriethilyg ior making decision, about it.

it -may involve measurement and bcn-row methods and tools
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from the social sciences, evaluation is a much broader endeavor de-signed to inform boast judgments and decisionmaking. Like anyhuman undertaking-. evaluation is far from infallible. The credi-bility and usefulness of evaluations can be sub-tantially improved,however, if they are thoughtfully planned and implemented. Fiveimportant aspect.. of sstentatic curriculum evaluation are discussedin this section: (1) determining the purposes and intended uses ofthe evaltiaticm: (2) deciding xvh() «mthir t the evaluation: (3)selectilig evaluation tuodels: and (1) formulating evaluation questionsand identifyiug ottr«.s of data: and (5) collecting comparative orbaseline data.

Determinhig the Pin-pow, and In trndcd I *Nrs of lhr Evaluation
As 'WO's., (1972. p. 15) points out. -the all-purpose evaluation is amyth. Altho,igh ntilltbut- of dine! t'Ult types of questions can be con-sidered within the bounds of a single study . . not even the bestplanned study will provide information ,in all the questions thatpeople will think of." Anderson and Ball (1978. pp. 1442) have dis-cussed at length -ante of the major purposes of evaluation. BecauseTi() evaluation can answer all of the questions different groups mighthave, it is especially important to deck!, the major purposes, audi-ences. and intended uses of the evaluation as early as possible.Generally. that means consulting with key individuals and groupswho have a vested interest in the curriculum or who arc in a positionto make decisions about its continuation. its expansion, or its in-stitutionalization.

An evaluation designed without rcfererce to the audiences and thevarious uses it mi.ght serve is likelv to he an evaluation that ends upsatisfying no one's in needs and drawing heavy criticismfrom several quarters.
When thinkin- through the kind of evaluation bc-4 suited for agiven curriculum project. we '.tat t by asking a series of questions,such as:

How. when, and why was the curriculum developed? What areits major purpo-es: What kinds of students clots it admit: What dothe students do with their education once completed: What are. theyexpected to know or do:
Whs is the curriculum being- evaluated now? Who xvill see theevalu:ition report? Who will m:.ke decisions?

The intent of these questions is to provt,le a sound histcrical context
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for examining the curriculum. In some cases existing data sources
can be used to answer these questions, even when the data were col-
lected for other purposes. For example, information collected on
students at the time of application for admission to a program can
be useful in providing baseline data about the entering population.
An examination of minutes from departmental meetings or docu-
ments circulated by curriculum committees, as well as the results of
previous academic or accreditation reviews, can often provide a rich
data source for learning how and why the current curriculum came
to be developed and what dissatisfactions and decision choices were
made along the way. Other information can be generated from in-
terviews with key faculty members, an analysis of student transcripts,
alumni surveys. and information systematically gathered on the place-
ment of graduates of the program in cases where that is feasible:

Why is the curriculum being evaluated now? Who will see the
evaluation report? Who Nv i 1 I make decisions about the future of the
curriculum? How familiar are the !ecisionmakers with the cur-
riculum? What are their feelings toward it? NVhat kinds of evidence
do they generally regard as reliable? Valid? (For example, do they
tend to be more persuaded by quantitative or qualitative data? Data
from students or the opinions of highly respected faculty members?)
This set of questions focu es on the decisionmakers and audiences
for the report (the-c arc not always the same people). Fcr example, a
dean or a senate committee. through its recommendations to a top
administrator, may be the decisionmakers, but interested audiences
might include current, former, and prospective- students, faculty in
the same or related programs. employers or community groups, fund-
ing agencies, and others.

What factors will be the most important in making a decision,
e.g., costs, student satisfaction, societal need, quality of instruction,
compatibility with institutional functioning?
Again, through discussions with key decisionmakers an .epresen-
tative members of other intended audiences f()r the evaluation, a
general picture should emerge about the relevant variables the evalua-
tion should examine. Because no evaluation can address all possi-
ble issues or collect all possible kinds of data, such discussions should
also help to set priorities among the various evaluation possibilities.
For example. if time. chief issue is cost-effectiveness, then evidence about
societal need is not to be helpful in making decisions.
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What general de( ision a Ite nati -es :are possible? Discontinu-ation? Expansion:.
-These questions at L'
one way to evaluate
eVaitla boll req z t i red
rnak.ing necds
..n evaluation
be eliminated

Nlodilic t ion? Act, reditation?
listed to mphasite the point that there is no
i.

r;iveil ;nog' ant: rather the partit-ular kind of
one that adeqnatly adthesses the decision-of the faculty members arid administrators involved.

that is undertaken to decide %Oreille' a program should
or merged with another department xvill requite adifferent approach than one :hat is conducted to make program im-

provernents. There ma\ be more audiences (e.g.. faculty teaching
in the programs and students enrolled m them) who have a vested
interest in the decisior.s in the former case than in the latter. Be-fore an evaluation is undertaken, there sliould be a clear understand-ing of the range of decision altar lhuives so that data arc. gathered
that respond «rmparatively ter dl 01 the possibilities so that optimal
decisions can be reached.

What is the time-franic for doing the evaluation? Are there
fixed deadlines that must be met'?
These questions arc. d to insure t ha t data II .tch decisionmakers
in a timely- mantic.r.

Deriding WhO Con d ?I el t Evildilation
In the case of -orne c..thrations. e.g.. those conducted by accredita-

tion bodies, there is seldom any cltoic e as to who will conduct the
evaluation. Initaatntn-al ev aItz.ttions. however, do permit choices.
Options include: evaluation by in-hou,e faculty, evaluation by facility
and a caniiitrs consultant. and evaluation 1,v external consultants.

Eva Ilia I i (in 1.P. -he, it se- la( ---T his is probably the most com-
mon mode of evaluation. The faculty who carry out the evaluation
have the advantage of intimate knowledge of curriculum and its
functioning. Collectively. they know what aspects or components of
the curliculum are most likely to be problematic: they also have a
vested in. ,.rest in the success of the proAr ail!. The disadvantages are
that most faculty inerniwrs lack Olt: cxpul I isc and time 10 carry 01.11 a
systematic- evaluation. and their vested interest in the curriculum and
their close invc-)Renietu
areas. C- ertain aspct is
therm that they arc not

with it may blind them to certain problem
of the curriculum may ,cent so obvious to
included in tit:- evaluation at all. Moreover,

Nvlien audiences for the evaluation include per-ons outside the de-
partment or colleges. the credibility of the evaluation becomes para-
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mount. In-house evahtatiorls may be given less xeight because of the
potcmi:11 biases of the staff.

Evalz (lir On by faculty and cam pro. t on. rt !tan t a result of thefaculty development movement of the 1970,, a growing number ofcolleges and universities have faculty or staff experts on evaluationand/or ;.nstruc tional design available to assist with curriculum evalua-
tion efforts. These consultants s!all learning ICSOUrCeN centers, faculty
development centers, test and measurement offices, and institutional
research offices. ltey II eq tient lv offer short-term consultation onspecific aspects of currictilum design or evaluation or, in some in-
stances, assume a more active and long-term roic ati a member of adesign or evaluation team. For example. at Utah State University.
the Ceter for Instructional Development provided short-term assis-tance to faculty in XVildlife Sciences. They developed survey in-
struments to measure the effectiveness of the current curriculum in
providing student~ witl, technic al knowledge. communication and
thinking skills. ahcl background and breadth in the lield, which wereadministered to program graduates. employers of graduates, and
current faculty.

The Division of Development and Special Projects of the Audio-
Visual Center at Indiana l'iriversity assisted faculty members in
Therapeutic Recreation to determine goals for the new program.
evaluate the validity of the goals. and design an overall evaluation
plan for the new program.

The advantages of the faculty and campus consultant model arethat consultants c-au help facult% members think through the de-
cisions involved in de-igning a curriculum and its evaluation and
contribute their knowledge and expertise about various evaluation
strategies and techniques.

Far ult and r x nal con 1 (nits A. le., common model is for a
department or c ollep,e to employ someone from outside the campus
to assist in the evaluation. Departments receiving extramural sup-
port for their c urric tzltint prole( is from governmental or private
sources may be required to contract for an external evaluation. or a
foundation may itself fund an independent external evaluation. For
example, Worcester Poly technic 1 ti-d it me was the recipient of Na-
tional Science Foundation funds lc; red -ign its undergraduate cur-
riculum, and an inteinal evaluator was hired ;,-)r the project.- In ad-
dition. NSF funded an external panel to monitor and evaluate cur-ricular c flange's. Sim ila Valley College IV in llichigan
received support from the Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary-



Education, which al-0 contracted with an independent group for acomplete evaluation of the «Alegi: currittdurn and functioning.The primary advantage of external evaluations is the assumptionof objectivity, which increases the credibility of the evaluation re-sults. Disadvantages include the possibility that the evaluator hastoo little knowledge and understanding of the normative environ-ment, personalities. and decisionmaking structures of the institution.
Collecting Co7npaative or Bawline Data

Whenever possible. evaluation should be comparative. Comparativeevaluations provide a standard against which to judge the quality.extent, and costs of a c-tirricultun's effects. Such evaluations requiteearly and careful planning (virtues stressed throughout this mono-graph) and may be more costly to condct. but they can providemuch more convincing evidence than a single case study.
Comparative evaluations can be conducted in several ways. Thecomparison can be of the same individuals or groups over time (oftenreferred to as a longitudinal study approach), measuring clinges instudents from their first year in a program to their graduation andagain as alumni to evaluate long-term effects. This method of corn-pari'-'on involves the use of pre- and posttests, although the datagathered need not be of the "test" variety, but might include attitudechanges. ratings of competences by faculty members, or observationsby evaluators or employers.
In evaluating a revised curriculum, a comparison can be made be-

tween the old and the new versions of the curriculum. Faculty mem-bers in the psycholo.-- department at the University of California.Santa Barbara used this approach, surveying majors before and after
new requirements and courses were instituted. Both surveys examined
students' aspirations, areas of interests, and attitudes toward the de-partment.

Sometimes it is possible to compare curricula cross-sectionally;that is, a new or revised curriculum is compared to a similar cur-riculum in the same or a similar institution. The Inter lex. the ex-
perimental. six-year medical program at the University of Nlichig,an,
uses students in a traditional medical school 2, a comparison group.
Levels of achievement, satisfaction with the program, and post-
graduation activities are compared for the Int& lex students and those
in the traditional medical school program.

These comparative approaches can be used in combination. For
example, fat ulty- members revising :41 existing curriculum might col-
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lect baseline data prior to implementing the changes in order to com-
pare the new to the old; actin;.11.stcy pie- and posttests to the students
to follow them longitudinally; and collect comparable kinds of data
on students in similar programs.

Selecting an Evaluation Model
A number of philosophical and methodological issues are involved

in selecting an evaluation design. These issues arc reflected in the
various evaluation model, developed by those nationally pfominent
in the field over the past 15 years.

Scriven's Goal-Free F.vaigeation model (1974) involves gathering data
on a wide range of artful, effects and evaluating the importance
of thesr .ffects in meeting demonstrated needs. In this approach,
the evaluator pays no attention to program goals, but rather focuses
directly on the effects of the curriculum. By its very nature Goal
Free Evaluation requires a person external to the curriculum to con-
duct the evaluation. This model has had application primarily at
the precollege level.

Stuffiebeam's Context. Input. Process, Product (CIPP) model (1971)
is an elaborate sequenced strategy for the design and evaluation pro-
cess. This model outlines how a given evaluation could be planned,
executed, and recycled. Its widest use has been at the precollege level,
although the University of Washington School of Nursing applied its
key features to their evaluation of the curriculum.

Par lett and Hamilton's Illuminative Evaluation (1977) uses nat-
uralistic anthropological methods to observe. inquire and explain the
curriculum. This approach places less emphasis on determining
needs, making comparisons with other curriculum, or using quantita-
tive methodologies. Rather, the method stresses a thorough case
study examination of what happened in the curriculum and why,
and makes extensive use of observation and interviews. Like Goal
Free Evaluation, this mocic1 is best conducted by someone external
to the design and development efforts. Illuminative evaluation has
been used at several colleges and universities. including MIT ( Parlett
and Dearclen 1977). As the result of attending a workshop sponsored
by the Lilly Foundation, a nunther of faculty members ap, .ied the
illuminative approach to evaluations on their campuses. One such
study was of the Freshman Core Course at Goucher College.

Stake's Responsive Evaluation model (1975) emphasizes under-
standing activities and how they arc valued in a given setting from a
variety of perspectives. This approach is best used by someone
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external to the ?tirriculum development and design process. Re-sponsive evaluation is most closely identified with the evaluation ofcurricula in the arts.
Fisner's Connoisseur model (1975) draws an analogy of the evaluatoras critic who seeks to critically describe and appraise a currit mum.This methodology is probably best used by individuals expert in boththe content of the field and the evaluation orientation. Its applicationhas been primarily at the precollege level.Each model has its strengths and weaknesses, its supporters anddetractors. From this brief overview it can be seen that embracingone particular approach in total will uniquely structure the formand nature of the evaluation. Selecting an evaluation model or anexternal evaluator should he done in close connection with the in-tended uses and audiences for the evaluation. Different audiencesarc likely zo he interested in different modes of evaluation. For thisreason, like most practitioners. we have been rather eclectic in ourapproach to evaluation. From each of the models, we have selectedfeatures that we feel are important to include in the evaluation processdescribed in the next section.

Formulating Evaluation QuestionsIn mart ways a curriculum evaluation is only as good as the ques-tions it addresses and the kinds of data gathered to answer them.Out of the myriad questions that might be examined, those which aremost important to decisionmaking by one or another audience shouldconstitute the chief focus of the evaluation. Although many im-portant questions will be unique to a given evaluation, there areseveral categories of questions that tend to be included in a trulycomprehensive curricular evaluation.
Answers to these questions can be sought from a number of sources(faculty, students, employers. advi of s. alumni, etc.) and by a varietyof techniques (observation. analysis of transcripts, survey, and in-terviews. etc.). Most of the sources and techniques for evaluating anew curriculum can he found in the earlier section on Evaluationas Needs- A c.e.csmen t and will not be repeated here.The questions, which draw on earlier work by Striven (1975, 1977),include:

Need for curriculum(1) How well is the new or revised cur-riculum meeting identified needs of students, the campus, the pro-fession?
Academic quality of curriculum(1) Does the curriculum reflect
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key issues. recent developments and contemporary ideas dominant in
the field? (2) Is the curriculum free of obsolete ideas? Is it up-to-
date and accurate? (3) Does it provide adequate coverage of the
held: Are all the main essential, being offered? How adequately
are the varicnis components of the curriculum integrated? (5) Doe, a
c-oherent "whole- emerge from an assembly of the various course offer-
ings?

CUrrif-7111011 f» act ire(1) I low %cell does actual practice conform to
what was planned Or expected? A.Vhat deviations have occurred and
xvIty? What. of signific ance. has happened (good or bad) that wasn't
anticipated (2) Are students progressing through the new or re-
vised curriculum as planned? Are they fulfilling requirements as
anticipated? Are they following the established sequence of courses
or taking them out of order? (3) Is there a match between catalog
descriptions. course and program syllabi and what actually occurs in
class? (4) NVhat are the characteristics of students enrolled in the
new or revise:I curric ultim? Is the target population the actual popu-
lation being reached? Are student, from other departments making
use of the courses? How do enrollment patterns compare with those
of the old curriculum? Vith expectations? (5) Is the changed cur-
riculum just and fair in terms of matching content and procedures
for testing and grading? Are there recourses for dissatisfied students
and faculty? (ti) Flow adequate is the scheduling of courses? Is the
utoober of required courses appropriate? Are the number of offerings
too few, too many or about right given course enrollments and other
campus requirements?

Curriculum support (l) Arc advising procedures appropriate to
meet the new or revised curriculum changes? Are faculty both
within the department and in other departments aware of the cha-ages
and transmitting information to students accurately and in a tim
manner? (2) Have faculty and TAs received the necessary training or
information to adequately implement the changed curriculum? (3)
How effectively is the new or revised curriculum being tqught by
faculty? by l'As?

Effect. of the rurriruluni (1) What is the effect of the new or re-
vised curriculum on other courses or departments on campus? Are
there areas of unnecessary chiplication and overlap? (2) How dci
faculty, students. and administrators feel about the changed cur-
riculum? What is !!!:_ir level of satisfaction? their suggestions for
niodification? (3) How well arc students learning the curriculum? Is
there any (tiller-erne in student performance under the new or re-
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'ised Untrit ninin VI ICU t 01111).11 t el IO the old t tarrit ilium or -0m(' otherappropriate alternative? NVliat alt. the fong-trm or transfer elle( tsof the t tit ric-tilum on student It ;irning? (1) 1)o lac tt1t have an over-all view of the t int-1(1411Am and whie their .pct ific (cruises fit in? 1)otfi understand and at t Cpl. the asstnn pi it $ns and principles On Whit IIFit O:11n1 is bitC(1.' (5) I 1oW do rettrit graduates view the flewor 11.Vii'd ( In I IC I! Linn anti it 111:11'10,11 tip to their present t;Ireer oredutational activities? (6) %% hat art the long-lc-urn effec ts of the c-ttr-rie (job pla«-ment graduates. etc.) NVitat are tin i 13-tenth:ill or unexpc..cted effects of the program? (7) That do arc-hivaldata .saN about the nt,Iv revised c in tic tilum (attrition, number ofgraduates. letigth of tittle tc) degree, student tredit hotly, etc.),?Cost if the r rlivir tilt, it/ 0) What are the human and fist al costsof the new or re% isecl tin t it St tident and lac tilt% time? Im-pact on libiars tr edia. counseling services?brstit it i ionah zit; t 11?Ilt 1111E PIT (1) 11:3% a . stCtr1 been in-plc:-merited to allow petioclic te% ie thcl restructtuing of the new or re-vised curriculum? flow well i s that ..steno win king: (2) 't Vhztt op-j)01 113) I it% IM' kild1112,C. i Min 0% 1:Weill, eXp:MNion. ( ratt ;OM ef-ficienc., etc. in :! . operation of thc curriculum c:an be identified andjustified? (3) If the new ( tot t is Ilium is regarded as experimntal. whatis the likelihood of its finding a per ina'nent home within the structureof the university as well as petinatient funding:
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Summary

Although the 1970s have brought renewed interest in the cur-
ricula of higher education, knowledge about the processes and
methods of curriculum design and evaluation continue to be ne-
glected in the literature. This is unfortunate because as the costs of
higher education continue to rise, external pressures for more syste-
matic approaches to curriculum decisionmaking will no doubt in-

.

crease. The competition fo. reduced or steady-state funds within
institutions also heightens the need for better was of evaluating cur-
ricular quality and cost-effectiveness.

Administrators and faculty members are increasingly asked to pro-
vide such information; set few of them have been trained in syste-
matic approaches to curriculum design and evaluation, and there are
few guides to assist them. What literature does exist is widely scat-
tered in theories of change, the research methodology of he various
social sciences, policy research, small group techniques used in in-
dustry', and the field of instructional design.

In this monograph, we have tried to identify many of these re-
sources and ;cuss them in terms of their practical relevance in
designing an t . !uating curricula. Whenever possible, we inserted
case-study exa.'1.tes to illustrate the use of these techniques and ap-
proaches at the higher education level. In many sections of the mono-
graph we have also provided checklists that might be helpful to a
group of faculty members involved in assessing the need for a new
or revised curriculum or designing. implementing, and evaluating a
new curriculum. Finally, throughout, we have stressed the inter-
related. interactive nature of the design and evaluation processes.
Each process implies or anticipates the other as soon as one begins to
approach the process systematically.

Although the monograph is far from being the definitive work on
curriculum design and evaluation, we hope it contributes to more
focused inquiry' into the subject. As a topic of research, the cur-

.
ricula of higher education are too important to be neglected.
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